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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL.
To the CONGRESSOF THE UNITED STATES:
.
In compliance with the provisions of the act of March 3, 191.5, establishing the National
Advisory Committee for .Aeronautics, I submit herewith the eighth anmxd report of the com-
mittee for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922.
..-. —
The attention of the Congress is invited to the presentation by the National Adsisory
Committee for Aeronautics of a national aeronautical policy at the conchwion of its report.
The constructive recommendations therein contained for the advancement of aeronaut ice
.-
deserve the thoughtful consideration of all members of the Congress.
WKREEN G. HARDING.
THE ~HITIil HOUSE
Deceder 5, Ill%?.
m
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
NATIOXU ADVISORY “CommrrE E FOR hoNAm105,
Wahin.@n, D. C., Nmembe~ 4%?,l%%?.
MR. PRESIDENT: In compliance with the p~ovisions of the act of Ccmgress approved March
3, 1915 (Public, No. 273, 63d C?cng.), I have the honor to transmit herewith the eighth annual
report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic including a stat&nent of expendi-
tures for the fiscxd year ended June 30, 1922.
The contributions of the committee to the science of &rodynami@ have, during the pest
year, placed krica in the fo@ront of progressive nations in this respect-. In the art of
aviation there has, been substantial progress in the design and performance of miIitary and naval
types of airplanes, but commercial aviation has made very Iittle headway. This has been due
not so much to the inherent problems and difEcuIties of air navigation, nor to lack of technical
knowledge, but to lack of airways, hmding iields; and Federal regulation and lic+msing of aircraft
and operators.
The measures deemed timely and appropriate for the advancement of aeronautics are
embodied in a national aeronautical policy presented by the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic at the conclusion of its &Uhth anm.ud report. The history of America ~d of
all other civilized nations shows that governments have found it necessary and advantageous
to aid in the development of means of transportation, as in FederaI land grants to herican
railroads, and in the good roads movement. The latter has not onIy developed the automobile
industry, but has been the direct means of awakening the people to t.+ possibilities amd advantages
of motor traffic.
Aircraft will prove even more revolutionary than the railroad or the automobik. In the
judgment of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics it is necessary and proper that
the I?kxieral Goverriment should aid in the development of “air navigation by providing Federal
regulations and establishing airways and landing fields.
Respectfully submitted.
NATIONti ADVISORY &mmrrE E FOR hRoNAmOs,
CEiRLES D. ‘WALCOTT,Chzirnum.
The PRESIDENT,
The White Howe, Wia.diin@n, D. (7.
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.SUMMARY OF NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL POLICY.
The national aeronautical policy proposed by the National Advisory Committee far Aero-
nautic is set forth at the end of this report. The recommendations therein prwented for the
consideration of the President and of the CangrW deal with the following subjects:
AERONAUTICSAND THE PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.
THFINEEDFOR FEDERAL AND STATULEGISLATION.
THE IMPORTANCIDOF SOIENTIFLCIRESEARaH.
AVIATIONE’OENATIONALDEFENSE.
HELIUMFOR ~SHIPS.
THE AIR MAIL SEBVIOE.
SEROLOGICAL SERVIOE ALONG AIRWAYS.
FEDERAL AID NEOESSARY,
VI
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EIGHTH ANNUAL
OF THE
REPORT
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOR
AERONAUTICS.
TFdiingbn, D. G!, Novembe~AM,19%%
To the Oon.gmw
In accordance with the provision of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915, establish-
ing the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the committee submits herewith ita
eighth annual report. In this report the committee has described its activities during the past
ye=, the tecE.nicaI progress in the study of scientific problems relating to aeronautics, the
assistance rendered by the committee in the formulation of policies for the general develop-
ment of aviation, the reggation of air navigation; the coordination of research work in
general, the examination of aeronautical inventions, and the collection, analysis, and distrib-
ution of scient.itic and technical data. This report also contains a statement of expenditures
estimat= for the fiscaI year 1924, and recommendations for advancing the science ~d =t
of aeronautics.
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic was established by act of Congress,
approved March 3, 1915. The organic act chargm the committee with the supervision and
direction of the scientfic study of the problems of flight with a view to their practical solution,
the determination of problems which should be experimental attacked, their investigation
and application to practicaI questions of aeronautic. The act also authorizes the cotitt~e
to direot and conduct research and experimentation in aeronautic in such laboratory or labora-
tories, in whole or in part, as may be placed under ita direction.
Supplementing the prescribed duties of the committee, its broad general functions may be
stated as follows:
First. Under the law the committee hokls itdf at the service of any department or agency
of the Government interested in aeronautics, for the furnishing of information or assistance in
regard to scientific or technical matters reIating to aeronautics, and in particular for the
investigation and study of probbms in this fiald with a view to their practical solution.
Second. The committee may also exercise its functions for any individual, ikm, association,
or corporation within the United Statesj provided that such individual, &m, association, or
corporation defray the actual cost involved.
Third. The committa institutes research, investigation, and study of problems which, in
the judgment of its members or of the members of its various subcommittees, are needful and
tindy for the advance of the science and art of aeronautics in its various branches.
Fourth. The committee keeps itself advised of the progress made in research and experi-
mental work in aeronautic in all psrts of the world, particularly in England, France, Italy,
Germany, Austria, and Canada.
Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to the attention of the various subcom-
mittees for consideration in connection with the preparation of progr- for research and experi-
mental work in this cantry. This information is also made available promptly to the military
and naval air serviw and other branohes of the Government, and such as is not contldential
1
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is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft manufacturers interested in the
study of specific problems, and also to the public.
Sixth. The committee holds itself at the service of the President, the Congress, and the
executive departments of the Government for the consideration of special problems which may
be referred to it.
ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE.
The committee has 12 members; appointed by the President. The law provides that the
personnel of the committee shall consist of two members from the War Department, from the
office in charge of military aeronautics; two members from the Navy Department, from the
oi%ce in charge of naval aeronautics; a representative each of the Smithsonian Institution,
the United States Weather .Eureau, and the United States Bureau of Standards; and not more
than five additional persor& acquainted with the needs of aeronautical science, either civil or
military, or skilled in aeronautical engineering or its allied sciences. All members as such
serve without compensation.
During the past year Commander Jerome C. J3unsaliw, lTnited States Navy, was appointod
by tho President a mival member of the committee to succeed Rear Admiral Dnvid W. Taylor, ‘---
United States ?Savy, who retired from active duty iR the Navy. Dr. Michael 1. Pupin, of
Columbia University, New York City, resigned, and the vacancy thus cawed was filled by the
Preeident by the reappointment of Admiral Taylor in a civilian capacity, because of his broad
experience with aeronautical problems and his thoroughknowledge of the science of aerodynamics.
The full committee meets twice a year, the annual meeting being held in October and the
semiannual meeting in April. The present report includes the activities of the committee
between the annual meeting held on October 6, 1921, hnd that held on October 19, 1922.
The present organization of the committee is as follows:
Charles D. Walcott, Sc. D., “&airman.
S. W. Stratton, Sc. D., secretary. .— ..-
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D,
Maj. Thurman H. Bane, United States Army,
William F. Durand, Ph. D. —
John F. Hayforcl, C. E.
—.—-- —
Commander Jerome C, Hunsaker, United Stat& Navy.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
--- -.
Rear Admiral William A. Moffett., United States Nrmy.
Maj. Gen. Mason M. Patrick, Unit6d States A.imy.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng.
—
Orville Wright, B. S.
MEETINGS OF THE ENTIRE COMMITTEE.
At thesemiannuaI meeting of the entire committee, held in April, 1922, Doctor Ames, chairman
of the executive committae, made a complete report of the research work in progress under the
—
committee’s direction at the Langley Memorial Aeron@ical Laboratory, at Langley Field, Ira.,
x.
in the course of which he exhibited lantern slides shotig novel methods used and results
obtained. This detailed presentation of the committee’s activities at Langley Field so aroused
the interest of the members that it was decided to hold the next meeting of the entire committee
at Langley Field.
The annual meeting was accordingly held at Langley Field on October 19,1922. DoctorAmw
conducted a tour of inspection of the general research laboratory, the aerod~amicaI laboratory,
the new compressed-air wind tunnel, the engine dynmi.iometer laboratory, the hangars, and the
airplanes equipped with speciaIly designed instruments and apparatus developed in connection
with the prosecution of the committee’s research prograti. The compressed-air wind tunnel WZM
operated for the first time in the presence of all the niemhers. Doctor Ames presented to the
committee the members of the engineering staff in char~of.the varnous~ditisions of work. Each of —.
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these men reported in full on the problems on which he TVaSe%aged, what he IVaS t~g to
accomplish, his successes and his di.tliculties.
The annual meeting was he~d in the main laboratory building in the afternoon. The
committee reviewed the status of the current research program, and discussed the problems
requiring solution. All the members agreed that the funds available were insufficient to permit
the full program for the coming year to be undertaken. The ofhers of the committee were
requested to urge the appropriation by Congress of funds sficient to carry on the entire research
program.
The officers of the committee were reelected for another year as follows ~ Dr- Charl= D.
Walcott, chairnian; Dr. S. W. Stratton, secretary; Dr.- Joseph S. Ames, chairman executi~e
committee.
By courtesy of the President and of the Secretmy of the Navy, the trip to Langley Field
and return was made on the President’s yacht, the .3@@wm, which added greatly to the com-
fort of the trip and afforded an excellent opportunity for the more thorough discussion of
aeronautical problems.
THE EXECUTIVE C0313~EE. .
For carrying out the work of the advisory committee, the regulations protide for the
election annually of an executive committee, to consist of seven members, and to include further
any member of the advisory committee not otherwise a member of the executive committee
but resident in or near Washington and giving his time wholly or chiefly to the special work of
the committee. The present organization of the executive committee is as follows.
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D., chairman.
S. W. Stratton, Sc. D.j secretary.
3faj. Thurman H. Bane, United Siatw &my.
John F. Hayford, C. E.
Commander Jerome C. Hunsaker, Ubited States Navy.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
Rear Admiral William A. Moffett, United States Navy.
3faj. Gen. 3iason 11. Patrick, United Stat= Army.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng.
Charlm D. Walcott, Sc. D. .
Orwille Wright, B. S.
The executive committee, in acoordtmce with the ger!eral instructions of the advisory com-
mittee, exercises the functions prescribed by law for the whole committee, administers the
affairs of the committee, and exercises general supervision over aI1its activities. .The executive
committee holds regular monthly meetings.
The executive committee has orgtied the “riecessary clerical and technical staffs for
handling the work of the committee proper. General responsibility for the execution of the
programs and policiw approved by the executi~e committee is vested in the executive officer,
Mr. George W. Lewis. In the subdivision of general duties he has immediate charge of the
scientific tid technical work of the cammittee, being directly responsible to the chairman of
the executive committee, Dr. Joseph S. ties. The assist ant secretary, Mr. John F. Victory,
has charge “of administration and personnel matters, property, and disbursements, under the
direct control of the secretary of the committee, Dr. S. W. Stratton.
SU-J3COMMI!M’EES.
The executive committee has organized six standing _subcommittees, divided into two
chisses, administrative and techn.icaI, as follows:
ADMINSTEA’ITVE. TECHNICAL
Governmental relations. Aerodynamics.
Publications and intelligence. Power pkmts for aircraft.
Personnel, buildings, tmd eqtipment. Materials for aircraft.
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The organization and work of the technical subq~mitteee are covered in the reporte of
those cummitteea appearing in another part of this report, A statement of the organization
and functions of the ministrative subcommittees follows:
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.
FUNCTIONS.
1. Relations of the committee with executive departments and other branches of the
Government.
2. Governmental relations with civil agenckw -.-.
ORGANIZATION. ‘“
—
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, chairman.
Dr. S. W. Stratton.
,.
John 1?. Victory, secretary.
-— ,-. ..L. .
COMMI!lTEE ON PUBLICATIONSAND INTELLIGENCE.
. .-
FUIWTIONS.
1. The collection, chumiflcation, and diilusion of technical knowledge on the subject of
aeronautics, including the results of research and experimental work done in all parts of the
world.
2. The encouragement of the study of the subject of aeronautic in institutions of learning.
3. Supervision of the Office of Aeronautical Intelligence.
4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign oi%ce imParis. — .—
5. The collection and preparation. for publication .of the technical reperk, technicaI notes,
and annual report of the committee.
ORGANIZATION.
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Prof. Charles l?. Marvin, vice chairman.
Miss M. M, Muller, secretary.
COMMITTEE ON PERSONN~ BUILDINGS,AND EQUIPMENT.
HINCKITION&
1. To handle all matters relating to personnel, including the employment, promotion, dis-
charge, and duties of all employees.
2. To consider qustions referred to it and make recommendations regarding the &itia-
tion of projects ccmcerning the erection or alteration of laboratories and the equipment of labo-
ratorim and OECSS. .L—
l 3. To. meet from time to time on the call of the chairman ~d report ita actions and”
recommendations to the executive committee.
4. To supervise such construction and equipment work as may be authorized by the
executive committee.
ORGANIZATION.
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. S, W. Stratton, vice chairman,
Prof. Charles F. M&in.
John F. Victory, secretaxy.
QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE
The headquarters of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics are located in the
Navy Building, Seventeenth and B Streets NW., Washington, D. C., in close proximity to the
Army and Navy Air Services. The a&ministrative oflice is also the headquarters of the various
subcommittees The. scientific investigations authorized by the committee are not all con-
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ducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but the facilities of other govern-
mental laboratories and shops are utilized, as well as the Laboratories connected with insti-
@tiona of learning whose cooperation in the sciemtfic study of specific probkms in aeronautics
has been secured.
THE LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICALL4130RATORY.
The Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory is located on Langley Field, Vs., on a
plot set aside for the committee’s use when the field was origirdy laid out by the War Depart-
ment. It is at this laboratory, and the flying field used in connection therewith, that the com-
mittee prosecutes under its own direction scientific research on the more fundamental prob-
lems of flight. The laboratory as a whole now comprises six units, namely, a research labo-
ratory building, including dministrative and drafting office, machine and woodworking shops,
and photographic and instrument laboratories; two aerodym.mical laboraturiw, one containing
an open-type wind tunnel and the other a ~E ressed-air wind tunneI; two engine dynamom-
5iXiFIEb_iii=f a peniianent type, now un er-constructfop, and the other mereIy a
converted airphme hangar; and on the flfig fi~d SII ~l~e hwar 120 feet by 132 feet”
The permanent engine dynamometer laboratory referred ‘ta ia now in proc- of erection
under speoi+lc authority of Ckmgms.
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICALINTtiGliWE.
The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence was established in the early part of 1918 as an inte-
gral branch of the committee’s activities. Its functions are the collection, classification, and dif-
fusion of technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautics to the Militmy and Nawd Air Serv-
ices and civil agencies interested, including especially the results of research and experimental
work conducted in all parts of the world. It is the officially designated Government depository
for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.
Promptly upon receipt, all reports are analyzed and classified, and brought to the special
attention of the subcommittees having cognizance, and to the attention of other interested
parties, through the medium of public md confid@iaI bulletins. Reports are duplicated where
practicable, and distributed upon requwt. Confidential bulletins and reporta are not circtiated
outside of governmental channels.
To efficiently handle the work of securing and exchanging reports in foreign countrkw, the
committee maintains a technical assistant in Europe, with headquarters iR Ph. It iS ~ duty
to personally viait the Government and private Laboratories, centers of aeronautical information,
tmd private individuals in England, l?r~ce, Italy, Germ~y, ~d. Austria? ~d endeavor to
secure for &nerica not only printed matter which would in the ordinary course of events become
available in this country, but more especially to secure advance information as to work in prog-
ress, sad any technical data not prepared in prided f orm, and which would otherwise not reach
this country.
The records of the ofice show @at during the past year copies of technical reports were
distributed as follows:
Oommitt.aesnd sub_ttiemmk -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,6~
~ley=oti Ammutitibom~----------------------------------------------------------------- L6M
P&o ffiMofcdw ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 41~
tiyti Wce----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 21294
Natiti_, bdutigtie *--------------------------------------------------------------- %~3
Wulufacturara..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- -------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %205
Edumtioti *tiom --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~2~0
Bu~uof Stiti&--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1>087
.
~mm------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 10,?s2
.—
-—
. .
-.
-- —
..—
-.
—.-
.—,
-s
-.
.—
Total distribution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 32,166
The above tigum include the distribution of 14,868 technicaI reports and 9,238 technical
notes of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic. Three thousand one hmired and
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five written requests for reports were received during the year in addition to innumerable tele- .-
phone and personal requests and 13,910 reports wer~forwarded upon request.
AERONAUTICALINVENTIONS. .
By virtue of a fcmmd agreament with the Navy Department, inventions of a general chmw-
-.
ter relating to aeronautics, which are received in the Navy llepartment~re referred to the
.—
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for consideration and proper action. The commit-
tee examines such inventions, conducts the necessary further correspondence with the inventws,
and where a given invention has prospective -value the committee makes a report to the Navy
Department, a copy of which is sent to the Army Air s,e~ice, In like manner, although without
a formal agreement, the committee considers irrrentions referred to it by the Army Air Service,
and if any such inventions appear to be promising a copy of the committee’s report to tho
Army is sent to the Navy in each case.
.—
.-
ASSK3TANCEFROM ARMY AND NAVY.
The Army and Navy Air Services have aided whtiever called upon in every practical way
in the conduct of scientific investigations by the committee: Each service has placed .at the
disposal of the cofittee airplanas and engines required by the committee for research pur-
poses. The committee desires to record its appreciation of the cooperation given by the Army
and Naw Air Services, for without this cooperation the committee could not hav~ undmtakcn
many of the investigations that have qlready made for substantial progress in aircraft develop-
ment. The committee desirw especially to acknowledge the many courtesies extended by the
Army authorities at Langley Field, where the commitkee’s laboratories are located.
USE OF NONGOVERNMENTALAGENCIES.
The various problems on the comn@tee’s approved research programs areas a rule assigned
for study by governmental agencies. In cases where the proper study. of a problem requirw the
use of facilities not available in any governmental establishment, or requires the talents of men -, ~
outside the Government service, the committe~ contracts directly with the institution or indi-
vidual best equipped for the study of each such problem to prepare a special report on the
subject. In this way the committee” has mmahaled the facilities of educational institutions
and the services of many specialists in the scientific study of the problems of flight.
WORK IN PROGRESS FOR THE ARMY AND THE NAVY.
As a rule, the technical subcommittees, including representatives of the Army and Navy
Air Services, prepare programs of research work of general use or application, and these pro-
grams, when approved by the National Advisory Cmnmittee for Aeronautics, furnish the
problems for solution by the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The cost of this
work is borne by the committee out of its own appropriation. If, howe-ver, the Army Air
Service or the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics da+ires sliwific inv=tigations tcrbe undertaken by
the committee, for which the committee has not the necessary funds, the regulations as ~pproved
by the President provido that the committee may undertake the work at the expense d either
the &my or the Navy.
.,— -..—-,
The work thus undertaken by the committee during the past year may be outlined as
follows : .—. -,-.
Fw the N&l Bureau of Aerorudcs. —The following researches were ‘undertaken by the
—
committee at the request of _the’Navy:
Comparative study of the stability, controllability, and
in continuation of shudies already made, including
~~6, Fokker D-VII; id MB-s. This WOi!k involved
and a photographically recording air-speed meter.
Study of effective dihedral am-l later controllability.
maneuverability of airplanes,
the following models: Vl%7,
the d&@i of an accelerometer -
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Study of.pressure distribution over the envelope and controls of a “ C“
involving the design and construction of a multiple manometer for
class airship, .-
the measure- —
ment of the distributiori of pressure, and a record~~ gyro rate-of-turn indicator.
Investigation and development of a soIid fuel injection type of aeronautical engine.
A study of biplane and triplane combinations.
The committee’s technical assistant in Europe made purchases abroad of special aircraft
;adiators desired by the hTav-y.
For the engineting division of die Army Air Sm”ce.—The foIlowi.ng instruments were
designed by the committee in connection with its own investigations and the investigations
enumerated above, undertaken for the Navy, and one of each of the instruments was furnished
the erqjneering division of the Army Air Se.rwice:
Ky-rnograph, inchding constant+peed electric drive, for the measurem~t of airplane
oscillations.
Accelerometer.
Multiple manometer for the measurement of the distribution of pressure.
Photographically ’recording air-speed meter.
Recording gyro rate-of-turn indicator.
~gle+f-~cid~ce recorder and indicator:
Recording manometer for wind tunnel.
Tilting manometer.
Micromanometer.
.4n investigation of the development of a fog huding device of the pkssure type was con-
ducted for the &my, and report transmitted to their engineerirqg division.
REVL!310NOF NOM12WLATCJREFOR AERONAUTICS.
That aeronautics is a progr=ive science is demonstrated by the need for periodical revision
of the official nomenclature for aerona@ics. The committee has previously issued four reports
on this subject, the fit h 1917~ tie secmd ~ 1915 tie third ~ 191% ~d tie fo~th) ~0~ ss .
Report No. 91, in 1920. This latter report, at the time of its issuance, vms officially promul-
gated by the Secretary of the Navy for use throughout the Navy, and by tie Chief of the Army
Air Ser+ice for use in his serrice.
During the year 1922, a special conference on aeronautical nomenclattie was authorized
by resoh.xtion of the executi~e committee. The committee officially invited the Chief of the
&my Air Service, t:.e Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the Direc-
tor of the Bureau of Standards, the Second Assistimt Postmaster GeneraI, the Society of Auto-
moti-re Engineers, the Anerican Society of Mechanical Engineers, apd the Aeronautical Cham-
ber of Commerce to d=ignate repr=~tati~= tO se~e on ~~ speci~ ~~erence OR aeronautical
nomenclature. This representative group was engaged in a retion of the nomenclature during
the spring and summer of 1922. Their work was officitiy approved by the eiecutive committee
on August 31, 1922, and the new nomedatnre for aeronautics was authorized to be published
as Report A70. 157. This report supersedw all pretio~ publications of the coi+mittee on this
subje;t.
BIBIJOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS.
The bibliography of aeronautics for the years 1910 to 1916 was issued by the committee in
1921. The next presentation of a bibliography of aeronautics will cover the years 1917, 1918,
and 1919 in one volume, and will be issued by the committee in 1923. The bibliography for
1920 and 1921 is nearing completion, and wiU be issued in one ~ohune. Beginning with 1922,
it is the policy of the committee to issue the bibliography annually.
Citations of the publications of all nations are included in the kmgnages in which the pub-
lications originally appeared. we arrangement is dictionary form, tith autior =d subj~t
entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. Detail in the matter of subject reference has been
omitted on account of cost of presentation, but an attempt has been made to give s@icient
cross-reference to make possible the iinding of items in special lines of research.
15800e-~2
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SAFETY OF PASSENGER-CARRYINGAIRPLANES.
Pending the enactment of legislation for the regulation of air navigation, the National
Advisory Committae for Aeronautics, in Miay, 1922, called upon the operators of aircraft to
voluntary equip their aircraft to promote the safety and comfort of passengers, The com-
mittee stated that the suffering and 10SSof life attending forced landings of aircraft on land
and water could be lessened by making uee of existing knowledge and facilities. To that end,
the committee urged that large seaplanes should be provided w+~ radio and othm si~al~g
equipment, be seaworthy as well as airworthy, and carry at all times fire. extinguishers, life
preservers, a fi!st-aid kit, and a supply of food rmd fresh water; and that airplane operating over
the land should carry radio or other signaIing apparatus, fire extinguishers, and a first-aid kit.
AMERICAN AERONAUTICALSAFETY CODE.
The project for .eetablishing a safety code for aeronautics has during the past year taken
concrete form and the work of formulating such a code ia in active progress. The work is being
pursued according to the scheme of procedure of the American Engineering Staqdards Com-
mittee, which in 1920 recognized the United States Bureau of Standards and the Society of
Automotive Engineers as joint sponse~ for this project.
A sectional committee to handle the technical work was formed during 1921, and at a
meeting held in Now York September 2, 1921, the permanent organization of this committee
was effected, the officers being: Chairman, Mr. H. M:” Crane, Society of Automotive Engineers;
vice chairman, Dr. J. S. Ames, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; secretary, Dr,
M, G. Lloyd, Bureau of Standards; assistant secretary, bfi. Arthur Halstead, Bureau of Sttmd-
ards. Five subcommittees were appointed to deal, respectively, with the following subjects:
Airplane structure, including design, construction, and test.
Power plants for aircrafts, including dmign, construction, and tests. -
Equipment and maintenance of airplanes,
Lighter-than-air craft, including balloons, airships, and parachutes.
Airdrom*-and traffic rules, including landing fields, airports, signals, and qualifications
for pilots.
The sectional committee consists of 32 membem and the five subcommittees include 32
members who are not ako members of the sectional committee. The following organizations
have representation on the sectional committee: .
Aero Club of hnerica.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. ”
American Society for Testing Materials.
American Society of Safety Engineem, -r --- --
Manufacturers Aircraft Association.
National Aircraft Underwrite Association.
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
National Safety Council.
Rubber Association of America.
Underwriters Laboratories.
United States Coast Guard. .
United Stiates Forest Service. ,.
United States Navy Department.
United Statea Post Office Department.
United States Wai Department,
United States Weather Bureau.
The. work was started with a synopsis of a safety code and a preparatory draft made up
from existing rules already in existence as compiled by various organizations for their own use,
During the year the subcommittees have been studying and amplifying this preliminary draft,
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modifying it to fit experience in practical aviation work and supplementing it with material on
subjects not already completely covered. Two of the subcommittees have issued revised
drafts for general comment. and criticism before taking fhal action upon them. The work of
—.—
the other three subcommittees is approaching a similar stage and a meeting of the sectional
committee and the five subcommittees is to be held in November, 1922, which wilI undoubtedly
show material acmmplishrncnts in this important work.
National uniformity in procedure and practice w-ill und~ubtedy be facilitated by this
work and such uniformity can bet ter be secured in the early stages of the art before diverse and
conflicting local practices and laws become established.
The safety code may be used as a source of well-considered. information by agencies under-
taking the establishment of airdromes and airwnys or commercial air services and will aIso be
of assistance to the manufacturers of aircraft.
CANADA’S CONTINUED COURTESY TO AMERICAN AIR PILOTS. -..
In June, 1920, the committee received from the State Department information to the eilect
that the Canadian Air Board had prom&Uated regulations permitting United States qualified
—
aircraft and pilots to fly in Canada until November 1, 1920, on the same basis as if the United
States had estabhshed air regulations as contemplated under the Convention for the Regulation
of International Air ATavigation. The Canadian Air Board has repeatedly extended this for
successive periods of six months, and it remains a matter of courtesy pending the enactment
of a separate treaty with Cmada on the subject, because our Government has not ratified the
Convention for the Regulation of International Air Navigation. In May, 1921, the Secretary
-.
of State requested the advice of the committee cm the subject of further extensions of these
—.
courtesies by the Canadian Air Board. The committee, by resolution adopted at its meeting
held on May 12, 1921, recommended that the State Department accept, on behalf of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, a further extension by six months of the period during which
American pilots and aircraft wilI be permitted to fly in Canada under existing conditions; and
.—
that the State Department express to the Government of Canada the deep appreciation of the
Govermnent of the United States for the repeated courtesiw of the Government of Canada in
.—
—
this matter, and at the same time express the hope that Federal Legislation may be enacted at
an early date which may lead to a“more permanent and defiite solution of the matter.
—
The committee is of the opinion that the exist~c situation is highly undesimble, and
..
serves to emphasize the need for the early enactment of Federal legislation for the regulation
of air navigation, which is one of the recommendations contained in the national aeronautic.1
policy.
REPORT OF THE COMMITI’EE ON AERODYNAMICS.
ORGANIZA~OX.
The committee on aerodynamics is at present composed of the following members:
Dr. John F. Hayford, Northwestern University, chairman.
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins University, vice chairman. —
3faj. T. H. Bane, United States Army.
Dr. L. J. Briggs,-Bureau of Standards.
Commander J. C. Humsaker, United States Navy.
.
Dr. Frardslin L. Hunt, Bureau of Standards. —
Maj. H. S. Martin, engineering division, McCaok Field.
Prof. Charles F. ltarvin, Chief Weather Bureau.
..
C. I. Stanton, Air Mail Service.
Prof. Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, secretary.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, United States Navy.
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FUNCTIONS.
The functions of the committee on aerodymrnios are as follows:
1. To determine what problem’s in theoretical and experimental- a~rodynamics are the-
most important for investigation by governmental and private agencies.
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the .rese~ch yrork.inycJved ~ $he investigation---
of such problems.
-.
. .. .- .——
3. To act as a medium for the fiterchange of idorrnation regarding aerodynamic investi-
gations and developments in prggress or proposed.
4. The committee may direct and conduct reseszch in experimental aerodynamics in such
laboratory or laboratories as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. The committee shall meet from time to time.~n. the .catll of the chairman and ‘report its
action and recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on aerodynamics by reason of the representation of the various organiza-”
.J
tions interested in aeronautics is in close contact with W aerodynamical work being ca~ed
out in the United States. “In this way the currerit “\vork of each organization is made known
to all, thus preventing duplication of eff ort. Also all research -work is stimulated by the prompt
distribution of new ideas and new results which add greatly to the eilicient conduction of aero- .
dynamic research. The committee keeps the research workers in this country supplied with
information on all l?uropea”n progrw in aerodynamics by means of a foreign representative
who is in close touch with all aeronautical activities h“ IZurope. ~ This direct information is
supplemented by the translation and circulation of copies of the more important foreign reports
and articles.
The aerodynamic committee has direct control of the aerodynamical research conducted
at Langley Field, the propeller research conducted .at Leland Stanford University under the
supervision of Dr. W. F. Durand, and some special investigations. conducted at the Bureau of
Standards and at a number of the unhrsities. The investigations undertaken at the Wash- - ‘“
ington N&v-y Yard aerodynamical laboratmy, the Bpreau of Standards, and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology are reported to the committed on aerodynamics.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL L4RORATORY.
Tf%nd tunneh.-The committee’s No. “1 ~ind funnel at Langley Field is now operating
steadily on aerodynamic research, tihich consish mtiinly of airfoil and pressure distribution
tests. A third honeycomb, consisting of very small cells; has beem added to the tunnel this
year at the entrance of the experimental section, greatly improving the quality of the air flow
in the tunnel. The automatic speed regulators ..o&rate satisfactorily and obviate the neces-
sit y for hand regulation’ during a test: A speed of Xl m.[~c. has_beep ii~opted as the regular—-
teatingspeed.
A new compressed-air wind tunnel which the c&mittee ~ constructing is now practically
completed, and in fact preliminary runs have been mde with it. This wind tunnel will operate
normally at a speed of 25 m./sec. and at a pressure of 20 atmospheres, thus giving conditions
equivalent to full scale. The mechanical difficulti.si of operating the balance itide of the
compressed-air tank are considerable, but have been overcome by the use of full electrical
control of all adjustments and the balance maj=e so arranged as to be automatically
balancing.
The high-speed wind tunnel at McCook Field has been completed except for the balance
and gives velocitiw of over 200 miles per hour. The large open-air wind tunnel of the Bureau
of Standards is now under operation and in light winds givss an airflow of satisfactory stcadinms.
The small wind tunnel atithe Massachusetts Instituto of Technology has been operating
for some time with a much higher atliciency than before reconstruction and the large wind
tunnel has just been completed. The Washi.@on Navy ~ard wind tunnels, under the direc-
tion of Doctor Zahm, have carried out in connection with the routine tests a numbermf very
important investigations, a more detailed report of which is given in this report.
—-- -—
—
..—
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FZigfit smtion.-During the year the committee has constructed two steel hangars, each
66 feet by 120 feet, for the housing of its experimental airpIanes. Facilities are alsQ included
for airplane construction and repair which greatly facilitate the carrying out of flight research.
There are in commission at the present time three JN&L airplanes, one 1%7, one S. E. 5, one
DH-4, and one Thomas JIorse MB-3 airplane. In addition to these airplanw, the following
airplanes are now being refitted and will be ready for tlight within a few months: A Spad 7, a
Nieuport 23, a Fokker D-7, and a DH-9, the latter airplane to be fitted up for passenger carrying.
Dwing the past year the flying time of the sirplanw has been 110 hours, representing 4’49
flights. Forty-k per cent of the flying time has been cotied to actually making measure-
ment in the air. During the year no accidents of any kind have occurred and no forced landings
were experienced even tho~~h several cross-country flights were made.
Instruments?-The principal piecm of apparatu~ constructed for the wind tunnel consisted
of the automatic balance for use in the compressed-air tunnel, a high-pressure. manometer
designed ta stand a pressure of 20 atmospheres, and a wire balance for the No. 1 wind tunnel
for makh+g biplane and triplane tests. The compressed-air wind tunnel balance consisted essen-
tially of a builhup aluminum ring completely surrounding the experimental chamber of the
tunnel. The model is supported from this rirg and the forces on the ring are measured by
balance beams with motordriven weights. This balance is capable of weighing forces up to
approximately 500 kilograms and yet is s.ensitiYe to about 5 grams.
During the year there has been designed and constructed au accelerometer which will record
accderations along three mutually perpendicular axes. Another instrument which has been -
constructed this year & a three component” turn meter for recording the angular velociti~
about three perpendicular axes, . This instrument consists of three motur+iven gyroscopes
mounted on pivots and restrained from processing by springs. Any angular velocity therefore
causes a precessional force, slightly defecting the springg and thereby moving a light beam
which traces a curve on a moving &. 3feans are provided for recording alI three quantities
upon a sin#e film.
A new motor has been developed for d.riv@ the film drum of. the recding im.truments
This motor is very smaU and Iight, runs at a low speed, and giv~ perfect synchronization between
the inst.rume.nts. It. was originally developed to drive a kgmograph where the USUSI&reot-
current instrument motor wouI~ be too heavy rind b&y. The operation of the motor was so
satisfactory, however, that it is now being adopted for all of oti recording instruments.
A recording angle of attack meter has been developed during the year which consists of a
pivoted vane out at the wing tip with el~trical means for transmitting motion to a mirror in
the recor&ng i@.rument. The fit .@strument hrtd some inherent errors, but a second one is
now being built which will eliminate them.
A trailing streamline case with a pitot tube in the nose aid st.abiIizing “tail at the rear has
been deveIoped for recording the angle of &oht path and the air speed on in&unents-inskIe of
the case. The case is Iowered on two wires below the airplane which allows us to reeord these
quantiti~ in a place which is entirely free from the influence of the airplane. There has also
been constructed a trailing pitot tube of the same type, but with rubber tubes cmnect~~ it
with the cockpit of the machine so that the installation error of the air speed head on the wing
may be determin ed directly.
A recording statoscope has been constructed for use in some of our researches which has
proved quite satisfactory. It consists of a recording air speed meter connected on one side to a
large thermos bottle.
Airjoil tesLs.-Anumber of airfoil tests have bebn carried out at high speeds in the~. A. C. A.
No. 1 wind, tunnel for McCook Field in order to obtain high v+ues of WL.. A muyber Of ohm
tests have been made on various airfoils to determine the effect of turbulence and spindle
interference on their lift and chug.
h extensive in-instigation has been carried out this yeax in order to determine the distri-
bution of pressure accurately over the wing tips of an airfoil. Four wing-tip shapes were tried—
rectangular, elliptical, a positive rake, and a negative rake. m ~ti ~OW that tie ~oa@I ~ .
*
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some cases was very severe but that the wing with the negative rrike gave the most satisfactory
distribution of load.
There is now being carried out for the Navy Department an extensive investigation on the
separate forces on the airfoils of a biplane and triplane. This investigation is to be carried out
on five different~ving sections ‘and with all combinations of gap and stagger.
Work has beem started on measuring the lift and drag of various wing sections on one
airplane by gliding flights with the propeller stopped. The methods used eliminate the effect
of vertical currents which in the past has made it diflicult to obtain consistent results. The , __ _
sections which are being tried first are the R. A. F. 15, the lIiffel 36, and the U. S. A. TS No. 5.
iSt&l!ity,-During the year a number of investigations have been carried out in flight on
stability. By means of several recording instruments the oscillation of an air lane was studied
~
completely, by the simultaneous determination of the air speed, the altitude, the angkof the _ ..-.
machine, the angle of the path, and the angle of attack. The resulting curves of these various
quantities were very close to sine curves but with different phase relations.
The effectmn the dynamic stability of a change in tho longitudinal moment of inertia was
carefully studied on one airplane. While the increase in moment of inertia increased th~ period
of oscillation slightly it did not, however, decrease the damping to a measurable extent.
An investigation hgs b~n carried out for the engineering division, McCook Field, to deter-
mine the magnitude and quality of the small oscillations occurr@ in flight for several types of
airplanes and under all air conditions. A large number of records were taken with the N. A. C. A.
kymogmph about longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes in smooth and bumpy air.
The value of the damping {n roll has been determined for the JN4h in flight by suddenly
applying to the airplane a known moment and measuring the resultant angular velocity. This
moment was applied by sending the airplane up with 150 pounds of sand in a box on each wing
tip. When a record was ready to be made, the sand in one of these boxw was suddenly released,
thereby giving a large unbalanced moment. The resulting angular velocity was then recorded
by a recording turn meter.
—.
Controllability.-An investigation has been CSIT;$ out during the year in the No. 1 wind
tunnel on the effectiveness of ailerons when applied to wing sections of varying thickness and
plan form. It was found that whereas the thickness of the section had very little effect upon the
--
aileron efficiency that tapering the section in plan form increased the control at high angles of
attack.
Some work has been done in flight on finding t~ cause for a sluggish control on certain
airplanw, It was found that this was due to the use of a very thick section for the control
surface which left the movable parts in a turbulent wake so that it did not become effective until
it had been rotated several degrees from its neutral position. This condition wss greatly
improved by the uae of a much thicker movable portion so that the air followed each side more
closely.
Maneuver&lity .—An extensive investigation of maneuverability has been made during the
yeax in order to find a satisfactory definition of this term and to find definite means of measuring
it. The work was all done on a JN4h by m~asuring ~~e angular velocity produced by definite
movemente of its controls. It is hoped, however, mat the work may be repeatid on several
other airplanes in order to determine what factors of design influence maneuverability.
The angular velocity was measurd on a JN4h while it was undergoing various stunts such
as loops, rolls, and spins with a recording turn meter, as there seemed to be no data available
on the maximum angular velocity and accelerations experienced in stunting,
Landing and tuking of. —Accelerometer control position and air-speed records were taken
on a JN4h when taking off and landing in order to see just how the pilot operated the controls
under these conditions as well as to see at what speed the uirplane usually left and struck the
ground. A large number of landinga were made in different ways and with different pilots
and the resulting data should be of value both to the pilot and to the designer.
An investigation was undertaken for engineering @vision, McCook Field, in order to inves-
tigate the practicability of a pressure device for measuring the proximity of the ground. The
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device consisted in mounting below the upper and lower wing a static head in such a way that
the pressure dit7erence between them was constant for all flight speeds. On approaching the
ground, however, a shght pressure difference was shown but it was not found possible to detect
the presence of the ground from a height greater than 15 feet.
Stmxwes in flight. —There is now being carried out an extensive investigation on the distri-
bution of pressure over the wings of a high-speed airplane both in uniform flight and while
stunting. The airplane selected for tJ& purpose was a Thomas Morse MB-3 wpecially strength-
ened, which was capable of fly@ as high as 150 miles an hour. Presties on holes distributed
over the surfaces of the wing were recorded on two of the N. A. C. A. multiple manometers.
Along with the pressures wtie also recorded the acceleration, the positions of all controls, and
the air speed.
The accelerations along all three ELKeSof an SE-5 whale stunting have been determined
with the new AT.A. C. A. three component accelerometer. This is probably the first time the
three accelerations have been simultaneously recorded.
Spfiwes.-The resistance of a 15 and 20 centimeter sphere was measured in the No. 1 wind
tunnel over a large speed range, reaching higher values of VL than have been recorded before.
The effect of turbulence on the resistance was also studied.
The resistance of spheres up to 40-centimeter diameter was measured in flight by trailing
them on a iine wire below the airplane. While the resulti showed agreement with the wind
tunnel tests beyond the critical point, rLseparate curve of resist ante cmflicient. for each sized
sphere was obtained at low JIL’s. Some preliminary work was carried out to determine sphere
resistance by dropping large rubber balls from a considerable altitude onto a surface of water.
If the sphere were light, a uniform velocity was attained quickly; but if hea~, acceleration-
ocmrred during most of the fall.
Airships.-The committee is measuring the dsitribution of pressure over the whole envelope
and cmtrol surfaces of a nonrigid airship for the Nav. Pressure pads are cemented to the
surfaces and tubes lead down to multiple manometers in the car. Pressures are measured at
different flight speeds and under all conditions of maneuvering in order to get the greatest
loads that can occur.
A number of model tests on airships have been made in the wind tunnels at the Bureau
of Standards and at the navy yard.
.4irplane performance.—The performance was measured of a JN4h with three combination
of wings, and a V33-7 having the same w&Uht, engine, and propeller as the other airplanes.
It was found thtit vmiations in the wing section and area had only a small effect on the
performance, while the streamlining and radiator mounting had a large ellect.
AERODYNAMIC TEEORY.
During the past year the study of the theory of air forces has received particular attention
from the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. This vrorli is still in progr~, since
it is considered to be of great importance. The chief aim of technical research work must
always be to condense the large number of single and isolated tests into simple methods of
computation generally applicable.
Dr. Mtux Mnk, technical assistant of the committee, has succeeded in developing and
working out for practice simple methods of calculations covering almost all of the important
parts of aerodynamics. These computations will give rwdts comparable in exactness to the
actual tests, and included. in the solutions are many important problems where formerly little
was known for lack of tests. A speciilc example is the solution of the problem of the forces
on an airship in a turn.
The chief result of the past year’s work are:
1. The si.mple elementary calculation of the lift and stability of any wing section as
dependent on its shape.
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2. The simple elementary calculation of the transverse air forces and their distribution
on an airship hull when flying under various conditions involving pitch and yaw or the ~flecte
of gusts.
3. Calculation of the lift and stability of biplane wings formed from any wing section.
These calculations are based on the characteristics of the basic section. The method ii also
applicable to triplanes and muItiplanes.
4-New and simple rules for the design of efficient &r propellers, taking into consideration
—
the & friction on the blades.
.5. Rules for the determination of the most econumical apeqd of airships.
The foregoing can immediately be employed with advantage on tho corresponding tech- ,
nical problems, and several of them have actually been used. Nos. 1 and 2 will bo the chief
means of obtaining information under their respective heads.
In addition to papers on these subjects, Doctm “Mimk has prepared several treatises which
.—
are not yet ready for practical application. They form an intermediate stage, to be further
—
.-
im-proved and simplified, for the critical reduction of experimental data, and thus become
-.
useful. These papers are: .
6. New method for the calculation of the longitudinal st~bility of airplanes.
—
7,” Method for the calculation of air propellers.
8. Solution of the problem of the twisted wing with an elliptical plan form. This includes
the calculation of the rolling moment produced by ailerons and the damping moment of a wing
in roil.
Th cakulation +f the air jorc& on wing sections.-llhe wings are {he most important part
of an airplane, md a thorcmgh knowledge of their properties is a fundamental condition for
successful design and systematic improvement. During the past year a practical method has
been developed for the computation of the aerodynamic properties of wing sections. Okler
methods were not practical and not generally applicable. They made use of certain intricate .
mathematical transformations which can be understood and performed only by specialists in
the particular branch of mathematics involved. Furthermore, the older methods ccmld be
applied onl~ to certain mathematically shaped wing sections. The various papers in existence
on this sub]ect differed chiefly in the shape of the wing sections to which they referred.
It-has been shown that the relation between the air forces and the shape of the wing section
is by no means as complicated as was formerly thought. On the contrary, lift and moment
can be deduced from the shape of the section by elementary methods in a way similar to, and
no more dit%cult than, “for instance, the computation of, the section modulus from the- shape
of the section. The lift always consists of two parts. One part is the lift of a plane under the
same conditions and having a constant center of pre+ure at 26 per cent of the chord. This is
always known. Only the remaining second part of the lift is to be calculated, and at given
velocity of flightnnd density of air it is constant for all angles of attack. This is exceedingly
simple, because the different portions of the, wing act independently of each other. It was
not realized that the lift at the angle of attack 0° is the sum of the elements of the lift created
by the single portions of the wing section, and that these portions of the lift are proportional
to the mean height of the section through the chord at-each point, and to a simple function of
the distance from the leading edge. This is ne-rertk@ks the ctie, and hence a single summa-
tion involving some multiplication and addition is all that is necessary to calculate the second
part of the lift, which is then added to the first part. The center of pressure of the second parfi
is found in a sirniIar mannerj and is usually nearly 50 per cent of the chord. If the angle of
attack is increasing, the first part--of the lift increases and the second remains constant. This
explains in the most elementary and simple manner the phenomenon of the travel of the center
of pressure. Two forces act at different points and their ratio changes, 12very engineer under-
.-
stands from this why the center of pressure travels and to_ what debgree, For a symmetrical ‘
....— =
section with equal upper rmd lower camber the second part of the lift is zero on account of
the symmetry, and therefore the calculation gives a ‘constant center of pressure at approxi-
mately 25 per cent of the chord, which is in agreement with experience.
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This method may be applied to the calculation of the effect of turning an elevator. A
comparison has been made between the lift of a given elevator when alone and when behind
a stabilizer. It was found that the effect was increased by the stabilizer bein~ placed in front
but never more than double the effect even with an intlnite stabilizer.
The computation of the tranwer~e air fwces on airships.-h connection with the accident
to the R-278 and the design construction of the ZR–1 in this country, the lack of reliable and
general knowledge of the tranwerse forcw on airships became appareht. There were available-
only a relatively snmll number of model tests, of doubtful value on account of the large scale
ratio, and these did not refer to the case of an airship in a turn.
b investigation of this problem led to the determination of the fact that these forces
bear a very simple relation to the shape of the airship. New methods -were employed, ‘funda-
mentally different from those previously employed in aerod~amics, difkring from them in
their simplicity and in their practical application. The intricate equations for the magnitude
of the flow at each point -were repaIced by a consideration either of the entire energy of the -
surrounding flow or of its momentum. This new method of attack clears up problems in almost
every branch of aerodpm-ics and corrects a number of erroneous opinions. For instance, for
an airship in pitch it results that the unstable couple of the air force is proportional to the
volume of the airship. This leads to new and accurate views k regard to the size of h sur-
face required for stability. The transveme forcw on each portion of the airship are simply
proportional to the sIop6 of the curve of the cross section -when plotted against the length.
For an airship in a turn a similar and quit-e as simple result is obtained. Other results refer
to an airship with an elliptical cross section and to the ah f.ore= h WS~. ~ other word%
the problems concerning the air forces on airship hulls and the structund stresses produced
are now as cIear and simple as any other technical problem, and the required data may now be
obtained in a short time from simple calculations.
The wrnputution of air jbrces on bipbne uriWs.-Practically all w@ 8ections are investi-
gated in the monoplane form. This is true for aII theoretical investigations of the properties
of wig sections and for practicably all wind-tunnel tests. Theoretical relations between the
air forces on the same wing section when used in the biplane or triplane mmuqyrnent were not
known. Model tests on this problem gave results which apparently were contradictory. The
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, therefore, considered it to be of sufficient im-
portance to justify investigation.
A simple relation has been worked out between the forces on a monoplane wing and the
forces on the same W@ when in the biplane arrangement. The method employed fiVOIVeS
the use of an air flow around a pair of airplane wings equivalent to the flow around a biplane
section. It is now possible to compute quickly de h forces on biplane W@S from the bar- _
acterietics of the section as a monopkme wing.
The interference of the two biphme wings always diminkhes the lift, but not in a fied ratio.
It was found that the lift created by the shape of the section is diminished only half as much m
the lift created by the inclination of the wing, or the angle of attack.
The paper on the computation of the air forces on biplane wingg also includes the calculation
of the travel of the center of pressure. It is found that the two parts of the lift previously
mentioned have fixed centers of pressure as for the case of the monopIane, and that the travel
of a given center of pressure is the consequence of the change of ratio of the magnitude of the
two parts of the lift. The position of the two centers of pressure depends only on the dimen-
sions of the biphme, and not on the wing section itdf.
This paper also includes the problem of the distribution of the lift over the upper and
lower wings. This knowledge is necessary in the calculation of structural stresses. The effects
of stagger and decalage for different wing sections are considered. The ifiuence of ~ span,
“ aerodynam.kal induction, ‘‘ is aIso taken into account. The paper contains much information
which the desigger requires in making calculations involving lift, dr~m, and moment. These
calculations are simplfied by the. use of tables.
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Propeller theoy.—The present methods of propeller design do not give entirely satisfactory
results. The rules derived from experience and those from theoretical investigations do not
agree even in the method for obtaining the best efficiency, Much lies in the diameter required
and in the distribution of thrust over the blade. At present it is quite difficult to design a pro-
peller to fit exactly a given set of conditions. This indicates that the theory is either incomplet~
or wrong. Several studies of the propeller problem show that the present theory is incomplete
in two respects, and therefore must yield incorrect results. Others have generalized Munk’s
wing theory to the propeller without noting that the conditions are so different that the theory
no longer holds good. The friction of air does not alter the design of a wing, but- it is t.hc
dominant influence in the design of a propeller, and hence must not be neglected. An exac~
design for given conditions requires an exact consideraticm. of the inflow, so far only the axial
—
inflow was considered. The propeller theory has been modified so as to also take care of the
tkingentitd inflow.
In another paper the important value of the drag coefficient of propeller blades has been
derived from a series of free flight tests.
The reduction of this new propeller theory to practice by simplifying it und bringing the
necessary coefficients into agreement with the resulki of experience is now under wny. It is
probable that the work will Iead to the desired goal of ennbling th~ designer to find on the ‘first
-.
tritil the required diameter for a propeller.
Lonp”tudhzal 8taMlity qf airplanes.—The great aniount of work “dohe in connection with the
stability of airplanes indicates that information is stilI lacking.
In a treatise on longitudinal stability of airplanes the problem has been treated fmm the
viewpoint of the engineer rather than that of a mathematician, The paper gives the required
information directly from a formula instead of showimg a general way only for each single case
in which a solution maybe obtained. The new method also a.nswcrs the question as to whether
or not the airplane is too stab16 and it is as undesirable that it be too stable as thah it be not%ttible
enough. The old methods of treating the problem were concerned only with the lack of sufficient
stability, The new method gives results agreeing better with experience in some points than
did the older methods. It is more finished than the older methods, and easier to modify as
experimental data are obtained.
The choice oj the 8peed of an airship.
.
—An airship pilot can increase considerably the range
of his airship and its economy by always choosing the right speed suitable to the incidental
speed and direction of the wind. The problem is then to givo general rules for this suitable
speed. The most important special case is that of. a strong head wind. It was believed by
.-
experienccd airship pilots that in this case a speed of twice the wind speed is the best spmd,
thus giving the airship a speed equal to the wind speed relative to the earth. It was found,
however, that this is. too high a speed, and that rather a speed 50 per cent greater than the
wind speed is the most economical, thus giving the airship half the speed of the wind reIative
to the earth, and lowering the structural stresses, which are particularly dangerous in a storm.
The problem of-tfi.e twisted elliptical wiw. —The technical methods of computing any air
force, for example the air force produced by a wind, are founded on an ever-growing system of
physical and mathematical truths, more exact, logical, and capable of development than technical
aerodynamics. It is essential to develop this scientific aerodynamics, although it will nocessa- .
rily be cotied to a small number of specialists, in--order to be able to provide” the necessary
methods to be used in their application.
The solution of the problem of the twkted wing as presented during the past year is a
forward step in the advancement of aerodynamics The problem was to compute the lift md
its distribution on a wing of elliptical plan form and variable angle of attack along the span.
This includes indirectly the problem of the wing in roil and the important problem of the wing
with displaced ailerons, which can be treated by the consi d[ ration of an equivalent distribution
of the angle of attack. The particular solution refers primarily to winga with an elliptical plan
form, but the results give sufficient information for any other plan form. The calculations arc
comparatively simple, and consist chiefly in a harmonic analysis. The calculations for several
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intrmsting cases are now under -way, and the results, when presented in tabular form, will be
of direct prfbctical use.
STANFORD UNIVEBSrrY.
Air-propeller nzsearck.-h extensive propeller investigation has been carried on during
the past year for the National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics at the Stanford University
wind tunnel. The investigation is under the drection of Dr. William F. Durand. A general
outline of the scope of the investigation is as follows.
(1) The examination by means of wind-tunnel test, of a set of propeller models selected - “”
with reference to a systematic scheme of distribution over the field of normal forms and
proportions.
(2) The examination of the same models as in (1) by means of the airfoil theory of the
pmp,eller, with aerodynamic characteristics of the various sections employed, derived by special
wind-tunnel teste.
(3) The examination of the same models as in (1), (or a sufficient number to insure adequate
representation of the field) when set up and operat~~ in the vicinity of other bodies repre-
sentative of the nose of a fuselage, the nose and body, airpkme wings, etc.
(4) The seIection of a few type forms, representative of the field of dcsig~ covered in (1)
and their test full size in the air.
The purpose of (1) is obvious.
The purpose of (2) is to develop a serb of coefficients or relative facturs between the known
aerod~smic characteristics of a series of standard forms of blade cross section, as made up
into propeller blades, and the results to be anticipated from direct model test of the forms.
V7ith such a sit of coefficients, the probable performance characteristics for many intermediate
types and combinations of form and proportion amid presumably be determined by a relatively
eimple computation.
The purpose of (3) is h detmnine the extent and character of the mod.iflcatione to be
expected due to the existence of obstructions of various f orms, as in the case of actual propellers,
operating commonly in front of a fuselage or nacelle.
The purpose of (4) is to develop, so far as maybe found practicable, the relations between
model and full-size forms and the extent to which the accepted laws of comparison require n
corrective factor.
Of this general field of study, division No. (1) has been fairly covered in the work of the
past three years as represented in N. A. C. A. Reports Nos. 14, 30, and 64, and M reviewed
am-dyzcd, and unitied in N. A. C. A. Report NTO.141.
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD.
ll%ul tunnels.—Both the 4 by 4 foot and the 8 by s foot wind tunnels at the Washington
Navy l“ard under the direction of Dr. A. F. Zahm of the Bureau of Aeronautic, have been
employed continuously on testing of a diversi6ed nature. While a majority of the tests made
have had direct reference to naval designs, a considerable amount of research has been carried
out. In many cases routine tests have been extended beyond the limits set by immediate
requirements so that a large amount of valuable data is being accumulated. Parts of thwe
data aro compiled from time ta time and issued as Technical Notes. The important test
results are usually published by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics as Technical
Reports.
Ai~foik.-Certain airfoil sections possess considerable aerod~amic merit for a particular
use but are either too thin or too thick for efficient wing beams. The Sloane, Albatross, and
USA–27 are emunples. The Sloane and the Albatross are quite thin, particularly at the rear
beam. Modifications have been drawn up in an attempt to thicken these airfoils while rettiin-
ing their distingfihing aerodynamic characbristics. On test several of these models have
shown improvement over the ori=ginal section. In the same manner the USA-W was reduced
in thickmss, and the resulting airfoil appears to represent an improvement for general use.
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Tests on a series of tapered airfoils supply some interesting data on the effect-of taper;
in particular, a verification of the assumption the center of pressure movement is substantially
uniform at normal angles for all increments of tho span.
An investigation on the Handley-Page slottad wing included a determination of the effects
of charq+ng the airfoil section, the size, form, Iota tion, and number of SIOts. The investigation
also included a study of the w of wing flaps in corijuction with the slots. A maximum lift
.-
coefficient of L =2.62 was obtaimd with two slots and n flap setting of about 65°. This value
could notbo realized in practice.
A study of variable camber. airfofis was carried outsi.muhneouely with a study of the modi- ‘- -
fication in camber which would be necessary in’piactiice. That is, starting from a chosen high-
speed section the camber was .jncreased in accordance with predetermined mechanical means
which” left certain irregularities in the airfoil curvature. In a similar ‘m&in’er a high-lift airfoil
was used as a basic section and” the effect of reducing the camber studied. The data-so obtained
is sufficient to enable a preliminary design to be mad? at any time.
.
Tests were also made on an intarmtirqj variable @a biplane model supplied hy Elias & Bros.
Thii model was in tho biplane form ivith a fixed lower wing. The front portion of the upper
wing was also tied, but the rear portion was attache@ so as to rotate about a lateral uis passing
through the pointa of attachment of the fropt strufg to the lo,wer wing: Rotating this rear
portion therefore changes the camber, angle of attac~, and area of the upper wing,
—.
ArJ extensive investigation on lataal control..with. USA–27 and RA F–16 airfoils” gave some .
very remarkable results which will sQon be availab&f~r use, ,
Routine tests have been made or are nmv under lvay for ill naval aircraft. “Particular
attention has been given to the use of tid-tmnel data in dtign and performance estimatio~.
Improved rnethbda of test and of model” constiwcti.on”yidd results which me quite dependable.
This type of testing k the cluef function of the Washington Navy yard gnd has been
developed to suit the needs of design. It is customary to add to each routine tist some variation
of modification which may be regarded as rese~rch. and- which will prove” of” value in future
design. AS an example of this, the fairing used on, the trailing edge of the upper wing of a
biplane where a section is cut out just above the pbt’s cockpit might be made in alternate
forms and so tested.
A considerable amount of testihg has been carried out on a model of. the ZR-I rigid airship, , ,
This model was made according to the original design which called for a length of “about 645 feet.
Later, the design was modified by the addition of a 10-meter setition at the center of buoyancy.
The model was then modified by the addition of. a corresponding section and given additionid
tests. It was found that the forcm and momenti Orieither model cotid be c~c~ated from the ,:
corresponding values on the other model and that such calculated values were in remarkable
agr~ent with test ValUSS. .
The tist data. included the forces aid rnomen~.~ pitch--and yaw for the ~Od* iire and
fitted with six types of control surfaces, and damping coef%cienb for the long model with the
type of controls finally selected.
Only o~e model. kite balloon was tested during the year. ‘l’his was designated as the ~ u ~_. - ~
and is noteworthy for the unusual arrangement of the four fins at 45° to horizontal and vertical.
Tests have been made on a.series of C class airship m~dels in which the fineness ratio was
varied from 2.0 to 10. That is, the cross sectional area. at each station was kept constant while
the spacing of the ,stationa was varied. .This. serkq supplements the former series in which
various amounts. of parallel middle body were inserted in the C class model at its center” of
—
buoyancy.
Tests have also been made at the request of the. National Advisory Committoe for Aero- -
nautic.s on two streamline models supplied by the national physical laboratory. T@se tests are
in connection withlhe comparison and standardization of all large wind tunnels. The models
are to be tested at all wind tunnels having facilities for this work.
A series of radiators, including the Lamblin, have beep. tested for cooling and resistance
at various speeds up to 130 m. p. h. The results are in accordance with former data:
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A researoh on balanced oontrols has been partially completed. A series of four double-
cambered surfaoes with aspect ratio of 3 were cm.strutted. to represent approximately the
elevator and stabilizer of the average airplane. One had a plain elevator and three were fitted
with the Handley Page type of balance in varying amounts. Tests have been made for lif~,
drag, and center of pressure under wrious conditions. Hinge moments are to be tiken later.
It -was clearly brought out that the effectiveness of this type of control depends on the location
of the axis of rotation of the movable part and that there is a sudden decrease in efficiency when
the control has moved through an angle large enough to cause a gap between its leading edge
and the trailing edge of the fixed surface.
Tests were also made to determine the nature of the air flow over the deck of an airplane
carrier. Jets of steam were found suitable for this purpose and vwre used in preference to the
silken threads formerly employed. The steam photographs satisfactorily againat a black
background.
Tests on target sleeves with varying oone angles indicated that the angle did not, within
the limits tested, determine the steadiness of the cone, since all -were equally steady. There
was, however, some difference in resistance which might be worth consideration when such
sleeves are to be towed from aircraft.
One of the most valuable items so far added to the equipment of the Washington Navy
l“ard wind tunnel is a special vector protractor for drawing vector diagrams directly from
test data. The time saved by this device is not only considerable but very important, since it
allows the engineer in charge of tie tests to folLovv the results very closely and phm the work
accordingly. Much unnecessary testing is saved.
Improvements to the plane table recently instaled allow rapid and accurate checks to be
made on all models. This feature is very important and is perhaps the deciding factor in making
check runs on a model. It wie formerly found di.flicult to cheek on test readings when consid-
erable time elapsed between runs. If the model be carefully aligned before each run, however,
no trouble is found:
A sat&factory air turbine has been d@ned and cmst~cted for use in tests which involve
a study of slip stream effects. No op-portunity to run tests of this nature has so far been had,
but it is expected to make a research of this type on at least one model airplane in the future.
The operation of the three dimensional balance has been improved considerably by the
elimination of certain defects of adjusti~t originally present. One of these defects caused the
shifting of the lift tare due to a temperature @ect -on the vertical rods. It is a remarkable fact
that the new balance pays for itself every year in time saved, when compared with the old
iEiffel balance. The actual testing of an airfoil, for example, on the new balance requires
about two hours as compared with two days on the Eiifel baknce, and the data are ti. form
-for immediat= use, without further calculation.
A r6sum6 of the developments at the Washington Navy Sard wihd tunnels would not be
complete without mention of the fork which was designed for hokiing airfoils under teat on the
new balance. This fork is in the form of an inverted U with streamline prongs about one-
‘sixteenth of an inch thiok. The depths of the shanks and the diet ante bet.wea them are great
enough to hold the airfoil rigidly, yet they are of such low resists.mx that the total correction
k of the order of 10 per cent at the minimum drag reading. Furthermore the streamline form
does not disturb the flow over the model as shown by repeated tests;” The only correction neces-
sary is that for the resistance of the &p.
BUREAU OF STANDARDS.
Wind tunnel investigation~.-’l%e Bureau of Standards is now equipped with three wind
tUIIIl&$ 8S fO]lOWB:
No. 1. A tunnel of the N. P. L. @-pe of octagomd cross section, 54 inohes between opposite
faces, with a speed r~~e from 17 to 90 miles per hour. This tunnel is provided with a modified
N. P: L. bahmoe and a second balance &sigged for very heavy models, which is used chiefly for
drag measurements. It is aIso equipped with a torsional osdator.
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No. 2. A high-speed tunnel of the Venturi type, 36 inches in diameter at the working pcir-
tion, and of circular cross section. This tunnel has a speed range of from 11 to 180 miles per
hour, the maximum speed being attained with an expenditure of 110 horsepower. The tunnel
is steady and relatively free from turbulence. It is equipped with a modified N. P. L. balance,
but wire-suspension methods have been extensively employed.
No. 3. The third tunnel is 10 feet in diameter in the woq~ing portion and is notihpu~.
It has a faired entrance followed by a honeycomb, and the exit is expanded through a cone
to a diameter 14.2 feet at the propeller end. A maximum speed of 75 miles per hour is obttiinod
with m “impendituro “of 250 horsepower. Wind conditions at Washingtmrare so favorable that
this tunnel can be used during a large portion of the time. Wire-balance methods have been
used exchsively in this tunnel.
In addition to routine testing, the work in these tunnels during tie year has included an
extended investigation for the Ordnance Department of the aerodyntiical characteristics of
aircraft bomb models equipped with various fin forms and tail braces. An investigation lms
aleo been made for the Air Service regarding the aerodynamical characteristics of var ous
airship hulls with and without controlling surfaces. -- A part of this work has been carried
—
out in the large tunnel with models 1 foot in diameter and has included extended measurements
of pressure distribution over an airship model at various angles of attack. In tho course of the
work it hasr been found necwsary to consider cm.rections not ordinarily applied, such as tho
effect of spindle interference on the torque of an airship model. Another investigation for the
Air Service has dealt with the protective action of screens on an airship at the entrance of a
hangar. This work has been conductsd in the tunnels and with larger models in the open,
both natural and artificial winds being used. In cooperation with the Nationrd Advisory
Committae for Aeronautics, determinations have been made of the wind speed in the tunnels
independently of Pi tot tube measurements. Small hydrogen balloons, having the same average
density as the air, wore carried through the tunnel by the wing stream in such a manner as
to eclipse successively three beams of light which traversed the tunnel at right angles to its
axis.
The inslxmt of eclipse was recordod photographically on a rapidly moving film on which .
time intervals of one one-thousandth of a second were recorded. Speed measurements obtainld
in this way agreed with those obtained by the standard Pitut tube within one-half of 1 per cont.
This work is still in progrws.
In cooperation” ‘with the Ordnaniie Department meaitiernen-ti have bocn made of the
—.
head resistance and cross-wind forces on models of projectik and aircraft bombs at wind
speeds up to 1,200 feet por second. The wind stream was supplied by a large centrifugal
compre~or, the oompressod air being allowed to esoape continuously through nn orifice 12
inches in diameter. The m-odels were supported in this air stream by suitably designed bal-
ances of various types. These measurements have been made possible through the courtesy
of the General INectric Co.
Aeronak hstrumeru% section,-The aeronautic instruments section of the Bureau of
Standards has continued the program of cooperative r&earch and development work on aircraft
--
instruments with the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the Army, the Navyj and
other Government departments and private conccms. In addition, a considerable amount of
routine testing on instruments has also been oarried out.
A second report on the effect on altitude on air-speed indicator readings has been submitted
to the National Advisory C%mmittee for Aeronautics.. This report gives the r~ults of the tests
on Venturi and Pitot-Venturi air nozzles in the low-pressure wind tunnel referred to in last
year’s report.
The invmtigation of materials for instrumentdiaphragme has been continued and a report
has been submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publication. l?ur-
ther information has been obtained concerning the laws of deflection of metallic diaphragms and
also in regard to the effect of temperature and humidity on a number of leathem, rubberized
and treated fabrics, and rubber dams, materials suitable for nonmetallic diaphragms. In con-
.l
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nectlon with this investigation measurements of the drift and recovery characteristics of metallic
ribbons under tension have been continued and ecxtended. An interferometer method is used.
A report has been prepared in which is formulated the mathematical treatment of the deflection
Bourdon tubes as presented in various published papers. An apparatus for measuring the de-
flection and hysteresis of such tubes has been deveIoped. Technical Note No. 90 of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics on “Sylphon” diaphragms has also been published.
Extensivo laboratory tests have been made on over 40 types of airplane compasses includ-
ing British, French, German, Italian, and &nerican service and experimental instruments.
These experiments have been carried out in cooperation with the Bureau of Navigation and the
Bureau of Aeronautics, United States Navy. The data are important in connection with the
development of improved types of aircraft compasa~.
Practically all of the instruments referred to in last yew’s report as under development for
the Army and the Navy have been completed during the past year. Further developments
include an electrically driven gyroscopic turn indicator, a temperature compensated baro~~aph
which giv= a record of the altitude corrected for air temperature, a temperature compensated
thermobarograph similar to the above instrument but which gives in addition a record of the air
temperature, a combined altimeter and barograph which simultaneoudy indicates the altitude
and makes a record of the same, a new t-ype of statoscope with electrically operated wdve, all
made in cooperation with the Air Service, United States &my; also an angle of incidenco recorder,
an electric resistance thermometer for determining the gas and air temperature in lighter-than-
air craft, a kymoa~aph for recording airplane oscillations optically, a water speed indicator to
show the taking off and landing speeds of airplanes, all made in cooperation with the Bureau of
Aeronautics., United States Navy.
Further additions have been made to the tircady extensive collection of aeronautic instru-
ments maintained by the Bureau of Standards for the convenience of Government officinls and
others interested in aeronautic-instrument dwmlopmen.t and many conferences have been held
at the Bureau of Standards and elsewhere with Government officials and others interested in
aeronautic-instrument development.
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
17’indtunnels.—The and wind tunnel hm been operating since November, 1921, and has
made it possible to run tests at 60 miles per hour with the same power formerly required to reach
40 miles per hour. The large wind tunnel is completed except in minor details and should be in
operation about December 15, 1922.
Iwtruments. —Experiments have been made on wire balances of various forms but none of
great originality or complexity. The most notable instrumental addition to the wind-tunnel
equipment has been a very satisfactory automatic control for the speed. This operates on the
principle of the Tyrr@ regulator in conjunction with a static pressure balance similar to Prandtl’s.
lIt is very much simpkr and cheaper than any autgmatic regulator previously constructed.
Ai~&7s.-About 35 airfoils have been tested during the year, most of them for tho Army
but some for airplane companies. A number of those tested have been tapered in plan and
thiclme.ss and several have been fitted with flap gears or other variable camber devices. Sev6ral
Joukowski arifoils were investigated in connection with a study of wing theory. The airfoil
work has been very much expedited and wilI be carried on with increased ease in the future as
a red t of the production by Mr. W. H. NichoIs of an automatic machine for cutting the models.
Mr. NichoW machine produces models with greater accuracy and a higher finish than it has
been the usual practice to obtain by handwork and at a saving of cost and time of from 50 to
JO per cent. Models can be cut in any material which will work in a -m machine.
StaZnTity.-Tests on a Imge number of mudels have been made under the direction of Prof.
~dward P. Warner for the engineering division, Mctiok Field, and the routine test to which
models of aU the airplanes are subjected includes au estimate of the statical longitudinal stability.
Wind-tunnel results have been found to check well in almost all cases with the reports of pilots
—
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and have been a guide to modification of design for improved stability and balance. As a
phase of stability investigation, in order to determine the reasons for the peculiarities shown
by certain airplanes, the dowmvash has been determined in numerous instances and very pecu-
liar results have been found for the downwash behind the wings of certain monoplanes and
biplan& with holes in the upper wing or other. irregularity in form. A new apparatus for
measuring damping of roll was also”constructed and tests made to detsmaine the validity of
calculations of damping factor by the ordinary method,
Controllability.-The work along this line has ban extended to “the measurement of pitch-
ing and yawning moments re$ulting from various elevator and rudder setting on models of a
dozen modern military airplanes. All of this work has been carried out for the engineering —
division, McCook Field. The controllability tests have given data also for the calculations of
loads on tail surfaces under given conditions and Mth particular assumptions as to the manner
in which the controls are operated, and the variation between the tail load coefficients for dif-
ferent airplanes has been found remarkably em~l, An investigation has recently been made
also to determine the tiect on control.of varying the form of the tail surfaces and the length of
the fuselage, and ‘the wind-tunnel reds in these pmticulars have been partial] y checked in
similar experiments in free flight. Further checking is hoped for in the near future.
Maneuverability.-The constant attempt in this connection has been to establish a r;lation
between wind-tunnel hting and the behavior of the nirplane in flight. A theory has been
built up for the determination of the maximum angular velocity of airplanes when turning with
vertical bank, taking account of the power of the crmtrols as determined in the wind tunnel,
The maximum angylar velocity for numerous military airplanes has been predicted in accord-
ance with this themy and it is hoped that it wilJ soon be possible to make measurements in
flight for the purpose of checking the calculations from the model test.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POwER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT,
ORGANIZATION.
The committee on.power plants for aircraft is at present composed of t~e following membem:
Dr. S. W. Stratton, chairman.
Henry M. Cranel Society of Automotive Engineem.
Harvey N. Davis, Hatiard Univemity.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Society of A’utomotivdl&ginee&, acting secretary. -
Leigh M. Griffith, Langley Memorial Aeron.iititical Laboratoq.
Capt. G. E. A. Hallett, Unibd States Ariny,
Lleut. Co~-ander S. M. Kraus, United St~tw Navy:
—
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
C. I. Stanton, Air Mail Service.
FUNCTIONS.
The functions of the committee on power plants for aircraft are as follows:
1. To determine which problems in the field of aeronautic power-plant research are the
most- important for investigation by governmental and private agencies.
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the r.+earch work involved b. the investigation ~~.. -
. .
of such proMems.
3., To act as a “medium for the interchange of information regarding aeronautic power plant
research in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct rmearch on aeronautic power plant problems in such laboratoriea
as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction .-
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman aml report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.
By reason of the representation of. the Army, the Navy, the Post Office, and the industry
upon this subcommittee, it is possible to maintain close contact with the research work being
carried on in this country and to exert an influence toward the expenditure of energy on those
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problems whose solution appears to be of the greatest importance, as well as to avoid -waste of
effort due to unnecessary duplication of research.
The committee on power phmts for aircraft has direct control of the power plants r~earch
conducted at Langley Field and aIso of speciaI investigations authorized by the committee and
conducted at the Bureau of Standards. Other power phmt investigations under@en by the
Army Air Service or the Bureau of Aeronautics are reported upo~t the meeting; of the com-
mittee of power plant9 for aircraft.
~~lJX M5310RIALAERONAUTICALLASORATOEY.
Extensa”on oj laboratory fam7ities.—A new power plant laboratory budding is being con-
structed immediately adjacent to the original building, a specific appropriation of $10,000 hav-
ing become avaiIable for this purpose on July 1. The new building be~m too small to serve all of
the power plant laboratory requirements, it is intended to at this time remove to it only one of
the dynamometers from the old buikling. A new Diehl 75 horsepower e~ectric dynamometer
will be installed in the new building. The equipment of the main laboratory machine and
instrument shops has been materially increased during the year by the addition of machine tools
received from the surplus equipment of the Air Service, so that the shops are now well equipped
to take care of the requirements of the entire laboratory. The physical and electrical laboratory
equipment has also been ccmsiderably augmented.
Fti-injection engine.-l%e work on this research has continued from ‘the status reported
last year, both in the physical laboratory study.of fuel spray characteristics and in the study of
pump and injection-valve characteristics in actual engine operation upon the teat stand. The
development is being carried on at the request and with the support of the Bureau of Aeronautic-s,
Navy Department.
*
The photographic study of the characterist.k of fuel-injection sprays’ was actively prose-
cuted. only during the first portion of the year, because it early became evident that the
original apparatus was inadequate to give the results desired. The fit apparatus is com-
pletely deecribed in the report for last year, and reference should be made to that report for
information regarding the equipment and methods used. Even though the axposu.re was
made by the light of an electric spark produced by the discharge of a Leyden jar or a condenser,
and therefore occupied a very brief interval of time, it was found that its duration was too
great for the purposes of the study of spray-drop velocity. If it be assumed that the average
size of the fuel drop in the spray is of the order of 0.003 inch, nnd that these drops have an
initial velocity approximately equal to that of sound, it is apparent that the drop will travel
approximately 0.012 inch during an exposure Iastirqg only one one-millionth of a second, or
some four times its own diameter. The drop thus leaves an elongated image on the photo-
graphic negative and so produces a general blurring of the whole spray photograph. This i
l elongation of the image also prevents any serious study of the size or shape of the droplets.
For these reasons, the length of the exposure should evidently be reduced to the very mini-
mum, certainly to an amount not exceeding one three-milJionth of a second. That the drop
initially moves at the assumed high velocity is evident, from the application of ordinary hy-
draulic flow formula in the case of high pressure fuel sprays, the jet ef3ux velocity with a
fuel pressure of 6,000 pounds per square inch being about 1,000 feet per seoond. During the
actual tests fuel pressures up to 15,OOO pounds per square inch have been used, and it is
expected that fuel pressurw as high as 10,000 pounds per square inch may be required in the
actual operation of fuel-injection engines at the required high speeds. The initial velocity of
the drop WM of course be rapidly reduced by the air reeistaace, but may still be one-half of
the maximum value at a point 2 inches or so from the nozzle and in the portio~ of the spray
nearest the axis.
With the original apparatus, the exposures were not frequent enough to show the develop-
ment of the spray characteristics or the veIocity of the drops. The highwt exposure speed
obtained was approximately 1,350 per second, and it was found that the complete develop-
ment of the high-pressure sprays occupied only three or four exposures. This was not sfi-
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cicmt to clearly define the spray action from the moment of initi~. appearrmce of the fuel at
the orifice to the time of complete spray formation. Furthermore, the exposure frequency
wm much too slow to make it possible to follow tho progress of individual drops of even small
groups of drops, for the purpose of_determining their gctu[d velocity, At 1,350 exposures per
second, the spray front with a velocity even as low as 100 feet per second will have traveled
some nine-tanths inch between exyosures, or much too f m to permit identification of particul tar
drops or groups of drops.~his made it impossible ..to determine. the vclocit y distribution
throughout the spray, so that the study of this feature requires a photographic frequency of
certainly not 1sss than 5,000 per second. Furthermore, the illumination secured with the
original apparatus was quite insufficient to produco a satisfactory degree of definition, except
,when the attempt at series photography w= abandoned and the vvious condensers SQ cog-
nected that their combined discharge was dissipated in a single spark. This however pre-
vented the taking of more than one photograph of each fuel spray.
Tesi% with the miginal apparatus having developed the above limitations, work with the
same was discontinued and the design and development of an entirely new equipment was
begun. Owing to the special nature Qf the requirements, it became necessary to use much
more elaborate and powerful apparatus for the intermittent illumination, as well as to entirely
revise ~he method of .dietributing the images upon the photographic film, so that the production
of this new apparatus has proved to be a matter of some magnitude. This new equipment
consists essentially of a 100,000 volt 2-kilowatt special transformer which charges a large platc-
storage condenser through four kenetrons, This sto:ag~ conclegser @ of 0.194 mf. cayacity and
discharges through a water resistance of about l.0,000~h~ -to y.srn.dler. 0.008 mf. condenser of
the same type, which. in turn discharges across the magnesium-pointed spark gap of the quenched
type which provides the illumination. The system constitutes a kind of electrical intermittent
relief valve, the discharge frequency of which is determined by the relation dimensions of the
elements. The photographic exposure frequency can by this means be carried far higher than
with any mechanical device, so that the desired frequency of 5,OOO~er second is well within
reach.
The energy dissipated in the spark is about 7 joules per spark, as compared to somo 1.5
joules with the first apparatus, so that the d.lamination will be quite ample to secure good
photographic exposures ~~th the 1~ somewhat stopped down. It is .of interest in this con-
nection to note that. the ordinary magneto or battery system, ignition spark used on aircraft
and automobile engines dissipatw only from 0.03, to. 0.10 joule per spark, It is believed that
the duration of the spark can be reduced to less than one and one-millionth of a second, although
the desired value of one and three-miliionth seconds may be obtainable for the quantity of
energy dissipated.
The exposures qre distributed along.a stationary fb by means of a revolving mirror, the
films being held in. a curved holder arranged for daylight loading. The original method of
holding the film upon the surface of a high-speed drum had apparently nearly reached its limita-
tions in the first apparatus and was a somewhat difficult manipulation to carry out. The new
movirg-imsge method has the advantage of a visual observation on a ground glass, I?urther
the original method-required a “~arkened room, a fer&re which would be somewhat dangerous
in connection with the high voltages required with the new method. Owing to tho very special
nature of the apparatus it has becm impossible to secure delivery of many of the items, so that
it will be some timei before actual research work with this new equipment can be started, Suf&
cient has been done, however,. to show that no fundamental difhculties are to be expeoted.
With reference to the other main division of the fuel-injection engine research, viz, the study
of fuel pumps and injection valves in an actual operating engine, it may be said that this work
has been continuously prosecuted during the year, mainly upon the single-cylinder Liberty test
engine mentioned in the report of last year. Although this unit was recognized as being unsuit-
able for fuel-injection operation, largely because of the flaring combustion chamber form of the
Liberty cyIinder, no other more suitable engine was available for the purposo. An improvised
injection apparatus was installed on this engine cons@.ting of a primary pump which delivered
—
.
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fuel at a constant and controllable pressure of from 50 to 500 pounds per square inch to the
suction of a cam-and-spring+ perated injection pump mounted on the camshaft and which
delivered the charges at pressures up to 6,000 pounds per square inch to a spring-loaded injection
valve screwed into one of the regular spark-plug bosses. The conical or fan-shape fuel spray me
thrown nearly straight across the cylinder, the top of the speciaI piston being shaped to accom-
modate the spray to the best advantage. Owing to the unfavorable form of the combustion
chamber caused by the necessity of extending the piston head nearly to the cylinder head in
order to secure sticient pressure and temperature for compression ignition (230 to 340 pounds
per square inch), which virtually cut off the ring of air between the upper piston wall and the
flaring combustion-chamber wall, it -me impossible to reach more than about 50 per cent of the
air when injection was timed to occur just before top dead center. This necessitated the un-
desirably early timing of the fuel injection and led to some preignition and detonation. Delay-
ing the injection until after top dead center resulted in excw.ive after-burning or combustion
on the expansion stroke, with consequent drop in power and efficiency.
~Notwithstanding these handicaps, the work on this engine has been well worth while and
has yielded much valuable experience and data on the general problem. The maximum power
secured with Diesel engine fuel oil has been around 27 B. H. P. at 1,800 revolutions per minute,
combustion being incomplete and exhaust quite dark. h output of 23 B. H. P. at 1,750 revolu-
tions per minute was obtained with a fuel consumption rate of 0.55 pound per B. H. P. per hour.
The combustion was clean and the action regular, but the recpired early injection Led to maxi-
mum pressqes that were undesirably high. The best economy vms obtained at a power output of
around 16 B. H. P. at 1,720 revolutions per minute, at which a fuel-consumption rate as low as
0.47 pound per B. H. P. per hour was secured. The mechmical efficiency during this run was
65 per cent, so that the fuel consumption per indicated horsepower is t-wound 0.31 pound per
hour. Considering the ~~h mechanical friction of this engine and the other inherent handicaps,
this performance is considered satisfactory for the purpose of demonstrating that there is no
fundamental reason -why fuel-injection engines can not be operated at the high speeds required
for aircraft propulsion.
- The fuel oil is of the type sold generally in this country as Diesel fuel oil and is distinguished
primarily by the combination of low price, high flash point, and low viscosity. The samples used
in this work had a flash point of from 175° F. to 2200 F., specitic gravity of around 0.86, and a
Saybolt universal viscosity of from 40 to 50 seconds at 60° I’. This type of fuel is therefore quite
safe as compared to aviation gasoline or even commercial automobile gasoIine.
A new type of fuel pump and several new forms of injection valves are now either completed
or nearly so, a new cylinder of improved combustion-chamber form is being designed for the single
cylinder Liberty crankcase, and many minor tests have been made to determine the b=t forms of
the injection-valve elements. A 300 horsepower Maybach engine has been put through calibra-
tion tests in its origin~form and is now being made ready for the instsdlat.ion of fueI-injection
equipment to demonstrate the operation of multicylinder engines by this means.
The single-cyIinder universal-test eqjne mentioned in pretious reports has been completed
but is not yet completely set up on the dynamometer t~t stand. The necessarily somewhat
complicated structure required to give the intended universality of function and control has pre-
sented some probkm.a of construction and operation which have delayed the placing of this tit
in service. These ‘itifficulties are now mainly solved, and it is expected that active work with
this most interwhing test engine will begin in the immediate future.
Supercharging compressor.-The application of the Roots type blower to the supercharging of
aeronautic engines has been further studied during the year. Following the test of the special
supercharger blower on the dynamometer, both alone and as comected to a Liberty-12 aircmf t
engine, the combined supercharger and Liberty unit was mounted in a DH-4 airplane and fur-
ther tested in flight.
Much difficulty has been experienced in securimg a suitable propeller and the incidental
delays have prevented the progress in development that was expected. Besides the standard
DH-I propeller, three special propellers have been tried. None of the propellers used have
.
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proved satisfactory. The best solution probably liu in the use of an adjustable-pitch propeller, 1
and a propeller of this type is now on order. It is hoped that the development of this device
will proceed at such a rate that a reasonably satisfactory adjustable-pitch propeller will short~y
be available for installation on the supercharged Lhirty engine. Until this is done, the only
alternative is the successive trial of ordinary fixed-pitch propellers of such large diameter and
pitch that they have to be specially built for the purpose. At the bast; this latter procedure
is objectionable, since the supercharged engine calls for propeller characteristics which vary
with the flying altitude.
This original model of the Rootk type superch”~rger has run a total time of 125 hours,
of which some 7 hours. -were on test flights made since the combined unit was installed in the
DH-4 during Augu@. The only important failure in the supercharger was occasioned by the
seizing and consequent partial destruction of that &id of both rotors next the driving-gear
compartment. The cause of this is not definitely known, but the failure is charged to the =
entrance .of some foreign body. New rotors were installed, and advantage” was taken of the - .
opportunity to replace the driving gears and some m@or parts which had shown signs of wear.
Aside from the difficulty with the propeller equipment, the principal faults devolved- in . ~
the supercharger-engine unit were: An entirely unexpected amount of air leakage in the ducts
between supercharger and engine, di.fliculty in securing accurate adjustmerrt.--of the control
,,
valve, overheating of the engine due to the insufEcient capacity of the standard radiator, and
increased rotor contact evi.de@ly due tc- the more elastic mounting as compared to the test
stand. The several faults enumerated me being corrected by proper changes @ the equip-
ment. Although the superchmger is directly connected to the engine crank shaft, only a
sIightly elastic fabric coupling intervening, no diiTicuI$y has been experienced from acceleration,
althpugh the maximum load has been repeatdly applied by suddenly opening the engine
throttle at various speeds, Furthermore, the pres-ent rotors are made from an ahuninum
alloy having a spe@c gravity of 3.2 and it-is expect&d to replace these with rotors made from
a magmsium alloy with a specfic gravity of 1.8, so that a further margin of reserve is provided
against the streawa produced bv acceleration.
In the few flight teds which have. so far been tide, the lack of a suitable propeller, the
air leakage from the ducts, and the increased slip due to the increased rotor cloarances have
.-
combined to prevent the securing of resulte as favorable as were proph&ied upon the basis of
the laboratory teet stand results. The operation has been satisfactory, however, and it is
believed that the .applioation of a suitable adjustable-pitch propeller and additional radiator
capacity, plus a tighknimg and refinement of the mechanical installation will make it possible
to secure flight test results fully as favorable as estimated in the report of last year.
The possibility of considerably reducing the weight and increasing the efficiency of the
positive displacement blower as applied to the supercharging of aeronautic engines has been
given some study md will be energetically attacked during the coming year. It is felt that
the weight of the present detica can be very materia~y lowered by reducing the size of the
unit and running it at much higher speed. It would then also appear possible to make the
rotors of materials better suited .to resist the abrading or partial seizure caused by contact
with each other or with the surrounding case. Inasmuch as there is ordinarily no sliding con-”
taut in this type of compressor, the direct mechanical friction losses are very low when the
-.
skmfts are mounted upon ball bearings, so that the efficiency of the device is determined largely
by the way in which the air is compressed and the amount of elippage by the rotors. Further-
more, it may be that other forms of positive displacement blowers may be inherently better
suited for development for this particular purpose. The application of valves or sliding vanes
of some form to the ordinary Roots type of blower in order to “produce some degree of adiabatic
compression and therefore increasg the adiabatic, compression efficiency, will be carefully
investigated.
The high-speed fan-type supercharger mentioned in the report of last year as having l.mcm
partly developed by the American Expeditionary Forces in Paris during the closing period of ““
the war, has been studied from the standpoint of the development of a rotor blade form which
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would give a satisfactory life and compression efficiency, and at the same time retain to a mti-
mum degree the advantage of low rotary inertia which aIone makes the high-speed direct-driven
fan-type compressor of possible interest for this work. Tests made of this device have shown
an efficiency somewhat lower than yielded by the positive displacement supercharger, but it is
believed that this disadvantage may be eliminated by the installation of suitable guide vanes
in the inlet passage and also in the difhion chamber surrounding the rotor. This machine
possesses the inherent advantage of light weight and continuoudy uniform discharge, so that
its development is of great interest.
BUREAUOl?STANDAEDS.
The aeronautic power phmt work carried on at the Bureau of Standards during 1921 and
l
1922 has been.done in cooperation with the Hationsl Advisory Cknnmitte.e for Aeronautics, the
engineering division of the Air Service, and the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department.
.41&2udetests of aircra$ e~”nes.-AItitude tests have been made of two engines, a 300-
horsepower aircraft engine, the Packard 1237, and an airship engine of equal horsepower, the
Packard 1551. The former engine was tested for the engineering division of the &my Air
Service and the Iatter for the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department. The test for
the Army was made in accordance with the standard altitude laboratory tests of engin~ out-
lined by the engineering division and prewiouity followed in tests of the German Maybach and
B. M. W,, and the American Liberty and Biapano%iza engines. The program of tests followed
in the case .of the Navy engine was quite comprehensive and that department has requested ‘
simdar tests on a number of engines during the coming year.
An aneroid type of automatic air-fuel ratio control has been developed and calibrated in
close cooperation with the engineering division of the Air Semite. W work was done in the
altitude laboratory using a 300-horsepower Wright aircraft engine.
A seri~ of indicator cards has been taken on an engine when operating under a wide variety
of conditions typical of those met with in flight up to ahiitmdea of about 25,000 feet. It is
believed that this series of cards is the most complete ever obtained on an aviation engine.
This work was carried out under the auspices of the engineering division of the Army Air Ser_wice.
The investigation of the effect of chang~ in compression ratio on aircraft engine perform-
ance, started several yems ago at the request o~ the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, has been continued and a report will be prepared during the ensuing year.
Ignition.-An investigation has been made of the liability of spark plugs to discharge over
the outer surface of the insulator when used under conditions paralleling those in a supercharged
engine at =tremeIy high altitudes. This investigation vm.a carried out under the auspica of
the engineering division of the Air Service. A compilation has been made of data now avaiIable
on the voltage required to produce a spark under the various conditions of pr&aure, temperature,
etc., met with in the cyIinders of internal-combustion engines. This has been supplemented
and the more important omdusions checked by a considerable number of measurements. ‘
During some engine tests the engineering division of the Air Service found that the widen-
ing of a spark-plug gap apparently decreased the tendency of the plug to preignite. The bureau
was asked to investigate the causes for this behavior., The results of a series of tests indicated .
that an increase in the gap width of some sparkplugs wouId cause the spark to occur at a diilerent
place in the plug and would thus reduce the &ective spark advance resulting in an apparent
reduction in the tendency h preignite.
As one of the phases of the investigation of combustion, a series of measurements has been
made at the rate of combustion of mixtures of permanent gases ignited by sparks of dMerent
electrical quality. The rawdts obtained so far give no evidence of any effect on the rate of com-
bustion by even extreme variations in the energy in the igniting spark.
C&buretion.-sewral methods for the inherent control of the fuel-air ratio supplied by air-
craft carburetors have been tentatively tried out at the request of the engineering ditilon of the
Air Setice. It is hoped that the possibilities and limitations of these methods can be more corn- .
pletely determined during the coming year.
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A short investigation has been made of the effect of changes in the viscosity and density of
fuels on the metering of carburetors.
An investigation has been started of the. differences in the fuel-air ratios supplied by carbure-”
tors when steady and ptiating air streams pass through them. A report giving tho preliminary
results obtained in this inmxitigation ia in preparation for submission to the engineering division
of the Air Service under whose auspices this work is being d6ne.
—.
An investigation of the disintegration of liquid jets into drops and the transportation of
the drops by a mowing air stream is in progress.
Fuek.-At tho request of the Bureau of Aeronautic of the Navy Department an investigti-
tion has been made to determine the most satisfactory benzol-gasoline blend for uso as a fucl in
a conventional type of airmaf t engine having a comprwsion ration of & This involved an esti- =
mation of the supply of benzol available, its corrosive properties, the freezing point of benzol-
gasoline blends, as well as tho metering cha~acteristics of cmburetors and the performance of an
engine when using these blends as a fuel The Bureau of Mines cooperakd in this” investigation
by preparing an estimate of the benzol nvailable and assisted in the determination of tho corro-
sive propertiw of a number of samples.
The tendency of a fuel to detonate is of great importance in the determination. of its suita-
bility for use in high-compression engines, An analysis based on the work of many experiments
has been incorporated in a technical note entitled “The Background of Detonation,” and pub-” -
lished by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
From a considerable amount of miscellaneous information obtained incidental to the inmsti-
gationa in the altitude laboratory, it has become apparent that fuel conforming to the present
United States Government specifications for atiation gasoline may be so volatile as to form
vapor locks in the gasoline, thus making it impracti~ble for use in a gravity-feed fuel system.
This quest~on k being further investigated and the reiwdts will be placed before the interdcpmt-
mental committee on petroleum specifications.
A short investigation of the effect of slight changas in the method of gasoline distillation
(the presence or absence of cotton on the thermometer bulb), as described in specifications, has
been made and reported to the interdepartmental committee on petroleum specifications.
Itiernul combustion tm.ginelu7wication.-The gre&r proportion of the lubrication work of
the section has been carried out under the auspiws of the engineering division of the Air Service.
These investigations, which are in progress, are outlined in the following paragraphs: ‘-
(1) The development of apparatus and the methods of manipulation for the more ready usc
and standardization of the Waters oxidation test. This test promises to be one of the most
important means of specifying satisfactory oils for internal-combustion engines.
(2) The investigation of the relations between the values obtained from the present “cold
test” and more direct -measurements of plasticity at low temperatures for application in pre-
dicting the rate at which oils will flow into the suction of engine oil pumps under severe winter
conditions.
(3) The investigation of the friction losses in standard typea of engine bearin& with oils
.-
of varying characteristics under the severe condition of heavy loads and low speeds.
(4) The investigation of the action of lubrican@ under very high unit pressures, such as
are encountered in ball bearings and gear teeth,
(5) Th dev~opment of a method for the examination of finished lubricating oils by means
of vacuum distillation and the examination of the properties of the several oil fractions so
obtained.
~ none of these investigations have been completed, no reports have baen prepared, but
a report covering all the engine tests on lubricants so far conducted at the bureau has been
forwarded to the engineering division of the Air Service,
Cboling proHenw.—Under the atipices of the ‘&qgineering division of the Air Service an
investigation was titiated to determine the ratio of power dksipatid as heat by cooled engine
cylindms to the power losses chargeable to their-coo_@ fins. Only preliminary results had been
obtained -ivIMnthe request for the investigation was withdrawn by the engineering division.
.,
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The cooling charaibristics of semraI types of aircraft radiatom have been measured as a
continuation of work in previous years. A summary of the investigations at the bureau rela-
tive to aircraft radiatom, which was compiled during the fical year 1921, was sent to press
dur@ the current year.
A mathematical analysis of thermal conduction in the iins of air-cooled engine cylinders
was completed and submitted to the engineering division of the Air Service. AIthough this
report is a detailed mathematical treatment of the subject, a series of graphic charts are in-
cluded, which are so arranged as to avoid all necessity for reference to laborious mathematics
and can serve as a guide for the desi~ting en@eer. This report is being published by the
National Advisory Committae for Aeronautics.
An investigation has been started having as its object the determination of methods for
the measumnent of the distribution of air flow in the several tubes of a honeycomb radiator
and around the fins of air-cooled engine cylinders. This work, which is beirqg carried on under ,
the auspicw of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, has not yet been completed.
Phenomena of canbustion.-This work, which -was initiated several -years ago, has been con-
tinued with the support of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic.
Apparatus has been developed for the measurement of flame vcilocities by two independent
methods, one us&D an adaptation of the Bunsen-Gouy method and the other a transparent
constant pressure bomb. The second method has been developed entirely at the .Bureau of
Standards and promises to yield rt%m.ltaof great value.
A Iarge number .of measurements of the flame velocity of carbon mogoxide and oxygen
mixtures have been made at a number of temperatures “and with varying amotmts of inert
gases pre9ent as dilutents. The restdts of the several thoiwmd observations taken have indi-
cated that very reliable generalizations on the reaction rates at high temperatures may be possi-
ble. It is hoped to contiriue the work with fue4 of more Complex chtic~ ~~ct~e ~d obtain
information of a fundamental nature on the phenomena of combustion of internakombuetion
engine fuels.
MI.scdlumeou.s.-In some of the engine tasts made at the bureau the fracture of thin meta
diap@.gg has been found very convenient as a meam of c~par%u m~~fi~ cy~der Pres-
sums. The method of mounting the diaphragms and using them to compare maximum pres- o --
sums has been described in a technical note published by the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics under the title “ Compar@ Maximum Pressurm in Internal Combustion
Engines.” . .
A technical no~e entitled “The Use of 3fultiplied Pressures for Automatii Altitude Adjust-
ments” has been submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publica-
tion. This note suggests a method of obtaining automatic adjustments of aircraft-engine
carburetor, variable-pitch propeller, etc., which, so far as h ~0~, h~ never been tfied but
which appea~ to have many very d~mble characteristics.
NEW ENGJXE TYPl+9- “.
Several new t-y-peaof aircraft enginw have been desigged, and some completed, during the
past year, by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department and the engine&@ divi-
sion of the &-my Air Servh.
One of the most important advances in increasi.qg the reliability of aircraft engges was the
adoption by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department of specifications covering a
300-hour endurance t~t to which all t-y-peaof engines will be subjected prior to acceptance for
service. Previously it has been considered that if an engine could complete a 50-ho~ endm~m
test it was quib satisfactory. The Bureau of Aeronautics, realkin.g that” the f~~e of ~cr~t
engines is directly attributed to the faihre of minor parts, initiated a 300-hour endurance test,
——.
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followed a few weeka later by the Packard 1551 airship engine. In June, 1922, the Wiight E-2
engine was operated continuously for 250 hours at wide-open throttle, and showed special
durability during this run. As a r~ult of the 300-ho~ continuous-operation tests, it has been
possible ta develop intake and exhaust valves which will stand 300 hours of continuous
operation.
The e-iigineeri~” divi$on of the Army Air Service has been oonoerned chiefly with the final
development of the model W 700-horsepower engine. -This engine has so far passed a successful
50-hour endurance test, and has been installed and twted in a model GA-2 airplane. The
development of the l,OOO-horsepower model W 18-cytider engine is still being continued, and
tests are being made of the component parts, such as cylinder head, pistons, etc.
The Army Air Service has continued the development of the Almen barrel-t,ype engine, and
has recently tested the latest model of this engine, which developed 35o horsepower.
Supercharger development has continued along the lines of adapting the exhaust driven
type b different engines and the redwigning of the corn~ressor elenmnt so as to be geared-driven
from the engine. New designs provide for the placing of the supemharger at the side of the
engine, and further provide for automatic wasta-gate control. Instaiiation and tads have been
started of the Sturtevant geared superchmged in the DH4B airplane, with Liberty engine.
The engineering division has further oontinued its e+udy of air-oookxl cylinders, carbu retors,
and ignition systems, Tests have been conducted in fhght on different types of cooling SYSteLUS,
in cooperation with the Bureau of Standards, with a vie-iv to working out a practical method
for the design of radiators of given typw for known conditions. Fifty-how servioe tests htive
been conducted on the 1921 Liberty engine, the Curtiss CD-12, the Wright-model 2 with light
pistons, and the Packard 2025 engine.
The Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Departfient has successiidly developed an air-
cooled engine, with the cooperation of the Lawrance- Aero 13ngine Corporation. The Bureau
of Aeronautics developed a set of specifications in June, 1921, and in November of the same
year the first experimental engine was delivered to me aeronautical engine testing laboratory
at the Washington Navy Yard. A complete and exhaustive study was made to determine the
weak pointe of the engine. Subsequent engines have incorporated in their dmigns new featurw
which were developed as a result of these tests, The engine is now in production and is known as
the Lawrance D-1, developing 220 horsepower at 1,80C!~evolutions per minute, the tottd weight
being 425 pOlldS.
The Wright 13-2, 180-horsepower engine was subjected to u service. tit at the Washington
Navy Yard, and it was found that there were a few details in the construction whioh limited its
servioe performance to not moqe than 50 hours without overhding. After exhaustive tests
the Wright Aeronautical Corporation modified the original 1+2 in accordance with Navy speci-
fications and developed the E-3. ” The changes involved consist of open cylimder sleeves, sil-
ohrome valves, aluminum-bronze valve seats, and Kelly metal for the main and conmmtmg-rod
bearings, With the new modifications the engine succ~sfully passed a 250 hours’ enduran~ run,
developing more than its rated horsepower during the- iomplet~-teet,
The Curtiss CD-12 pursuit engine was modified according to speciilcations with the coopera-
tion of the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Corporation. The redesigned engine was renamed the
D-12 and is essentially the same as the origird CD-12 engine, having, however, heavier crank-
shaft, silchrome valves,. and a number of other features which make it one of the most reliable
engines in the country.
The Aeromarine Plane & Motor Co., with the assisf%nce of the Bureau of Aeronautics, has
developed a six-oylinder vertical-in-line engine for lighter-than-air craft, The notable features
of this engine~ which is known as the U~6–D, are ‘moiiolithic cykder construction, removable
cylinder sleeves, removable cylinder heads, and a new type valve gear arrangement.
h a result of the excellent performance of the Aeromarine U–6D air@me enginci, the
Bureau of Aeronautics prepared specifications covering-the development of a similar engine of
the eight-cylinder type, The eight-cylinder engine has its cylindem set at 60°, develops 22o
horsepower at 1,800 revolutions per minute, land was the fit engine to complete successfully
the standard 300-hour enduran~ test required by the Bureau of Aeronautics.
l
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The Bureau of Aeronautics contracted with the Packard Motor Car Co. for the design and
development of an airship engine to incorporate as its main features reliability and durability.
The tirst engine has been ciehvered, and passed the standard 50-hour acceptance test. The
characteristics of the engine are indm=idua! cylinder construction, permitting the removal of
any one cylinder w+thout removmg the engine from the power car, better ignition system, and
.-
IOWfuef consumption with great durability. The engine has receutly successfully completed a
standard 300-hour endurance test, developing upprommat.dy 340 horsepower at 1,400 revolu-
.—.
tiona per minute.
--
The Wright Aeronautical Corporation has deve[oped for the Bureau of Aeronautics a 12-
cyl’mder 60° V engine of 525 horsepower at 1,800 revolutions per minute. T’bis engine was
designed principally for installation in torpedo-carrying airplan~. The fit engine of this
type has completed the standard 50-hour acceptance test, the principaI characteristics of the
cmstructlon be~a opem cylinder sleeves. removable cylinder heads, and aluminum-bronze
valve seats
.
. REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ~lATERI.41..SFOR AIRCRAFT.
Following is a statement of the organization and functions of the committee on materials for --——
aircraft:
-.
ORGANIZATION.
Prof. Clarke F. Marvin, chairman.
Dr. G. K. Burgess, Bureau of Standards, vies chairman.
Mr. Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Industrial Research.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Commander J. C. Hunsaker, United States Navy.
Mr. A. M. Hunt, American Magnesium Corporation.
Dr. Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of tierica.
Mr. J. B. Johnson, engineering division, Air Service.
Prof. E. P. Warner, biassachusetts Institute of Technology.
D-r. Carlisle P. Wkvdow, Forest %rvica
Prof. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards, acting secretary.
FUNCTIONS.
1. To aid in determining the problems relat~o to materials for aircraft to be experimentally
attacked by governmental and private agencies.
.
2. To endeavor to inordinate, by counsel and suggestion, the research and experimental
work involved in the investigation of such problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding inv@igations of ma-
terials for aircraft, in progress or proposed.
4. The committee may direct and conduct resemch and experiment on materials for aircraft
in such laboratmy or Laboratories, either in whole or in part, as may be placed under its dwection.
5. The committee shall meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its ac-
tioris and recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on materials for aircrsft,’ through its personnel acting as a medium for the
interchange of information regarding investigations on materials for aircraft, is enabled to keep
in close” touch with research in this field of aircraft development.
Much of the research, especially in the development of light alloys, must necessarily be con-
ducted by the industries interested in the particular development, and both the Aluminum Co.
of America and the American Maemesium Corporation are represented on the committee. In
order to cover effectively the large and varied field of research on materials for aircraft three
subcommittees were formed, as folIows:
Subcommittee on metaIs (Dr. G. K. Burgess, chairman).
Subcommittee on woods and glues (Prof. H. L. Ti%ittemore, chairman).
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Subcommittee on coverings, dopes, and protective coatings (Mr. Henry A. Gardner,
chairman), - . .
Most of the research in connection with the development of materials for aircraft is financ~d
directly by th6 Bureau of Aeronautic of the Na~IDepartment and the engineering divtilon
of the hmy Air Service. “ . .
The Bureau of Aeronautics and the engineering division of the Army Air Service in connec-
tion with the operation of tests in their own laboratories apportion and finance research problems
on materials for aircraft to the Bureau of Standards, the Institute of Industrial Research and
the Forest. Products Laboratory,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METAL%
.-
—
t?enenz7.-The research work of the metallurgical division of the Bureau of Sttindards dur-
ing the past year has not been as directly associated with aircraft problems as in thei preceding
years, although many of the investigations carried out are indirectly related to aircraft
problems.
.
The work of developing steel springs for aeronautic instrumeM.s with particular reference
to the development of precision altimeters has been continued, A report cooperative with the
aeronautic instrument section of the bureau on ‘(Precision Altimeter Design” has been issued
(Report No. 126), “Altitude Instruments,” NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics).
.-
Thc study of the physical properties of the A. S, T. M. tentative standard white-metal bear-
ing rdloys is of particular value in engine design. .Thk work was reported at the June meeting
of the A. S. T. M, —.
A considerable number of failed or defective parts of aircraft material have been examined
to determine the causes and reports submitted. This is illustrated by studies which were made
of duralumin shapes from an all-metal seaplane which showed surface markings. A comparative
study was also made of two grades of duralumi.n sheet, one of which welded satisfactorily and
the other showinjg cracks adjacent to the weld.
& investigation is at present in progres to s~udy the rmistance to corrosion of various
—.
sheet metals, suitable for fuel tanks; by various blended airplane-engine fuels,
The general study of corrosion of steels whioh is in progrws is indirectly associated with
aircraft design.
Other work in the div&ion in~ectly related to~’irc.raft design which may ~ stated is:
Wear of steels and other metals.
Revision of Ciroular 76 on “ aluminum and its Light Alloys.”
l Revision of Circular 80 on “Protective Metallic Coatings for Rust-proofing of Iron and
Steel.”
Lightalloys:-The committee has been particularly interested in the tests on sheet duralumin,
including both tensile impact and flexural fatigue teats. One meethg of the committee was I
held at the Bureau of Standards to witness the methods of conducting the tests and also to
witness: the test on a full-sized duralumin girder of the Navy airship 2R–1.
—
A comprehensive series of tests on sheet duralumin is being carried out by the Burwu of - ‘--
Standards for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy. These include tensile tests, tensile-impact tests,
tensile-impact fatigue, and flexural-fatigue tests. Of this series of tests probably the flexural- ‘-”
fatigue tests are the most important since there is ,comparatively Iittle published information
concerning the fatigue characteristics of duralumin. FlexuralTfatigue teds of sheet duralumin
were ohosen in preference to rotating beam or pure tensiIe-fat~e tests because it was desired
to test the material as nearly as possible in the condition in which it is most used. Aftar a
number of tentative machines had been b~t and tried out four machines were constructed which
have given satisfactory rew.dt.s. Because of the lightness of the sheet material to be tested the
design .of these machines has required care in the details of the design involving a study of the
free periods of vibration of all the moving parts in order to make it possible to run the machines
at reasonable speeds without the appearance of distributing resonant vibrations. In their
final form the. machines are running at speeds of 350 alternations bf stress per minute for the
thinnest matmial (0.02”) up to about 1,200 alternations per minute for the thickest material.
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The resulti” so far obtained are very consistent and show no appreciable difference in the
fatigue resistance of the various thiclmesses of material tested up to 50,000,000 alternations at
about 18,000 pounds per square inch maximum fiber stress. There is no indication of the
existence of an endurance limit such as was indicated by Professor Moore’s test on steel. This
result is consistent with information informally received of tests in progress at McCook Field
with the rotating beam machines. It is planned to carry this series of tests consistmtIy for all
tsicknesses of material to 100,OOO,OCIOalternations of stress. Because of the limited number of
machin~ available and the necessity of running the tbhner materials at relati~ely low speeds
th.se tests -ivilI necessarily take considerable time for completion. Further rnveetigation is
desirable td see whether it is possible to develop methods of fatigue testing which can be run
at much higher speeds. It would also be highly desirable to see whether the Strobmeyer rise
of temperature method and the Smith deflection method can in any-way be correlated with the
fatigge resistance of duralumhq since a short method of &t.imating the fatigue resistance of
materials is urgently needed.
Tests on duralumin girders.—Tests on 200 durahunin girders, duplicates of those be~m used
in the construction of the new airship ZR–1, and inchding a number of espccizdly designed
girders, have been tested at the Bureau of Standards for the Bureau of Aeronautic+ Navy
Department. These girders have been tested as pin-ended columns under tmial loads, axial
loads combined with uniformIy distributed lateral loads, and as beams ‘iateral loads alone.
The strength of the girders, as shown by these t@s, has in no case been lower and in many
cases higher than the strength of simikw girders constructed abroad for which test results am
available. The material from which they are manufactured is of higher strength and more uniform
in quality than samples of German girders which have been avaiIable for test. The design of the
girders is such that the failure in all cases hm been due to fle.xure within eIastic Emit and conse-
quently the strength of the girders is determined wholly by” the modulus of elasticity of the
.material and the geometrical dimensions. The geometrical dimensions of the girders have
been accurately controlled ‘in manufnct.ure so that check resulti on duplicate girders have
been very consistent.
SUSCOM311TTEE ON COVERING, DOPESsAND PROTECTIVE COATINGS.
llxtensive investigations have been carried on in connection with the development of
fabrics, dopes, and protective coatings at the Bureau of Standards and at the Institute of
Industrial Research, the latter under the direction of Mr. H. A. Gardner. The investigations have
largely been instituted and financed by the Burenu of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Gas cellfabic and dopes.—The investigation in connection with a possible substitute for
goldbeater’s skin has been continued. A great number of different fabrics have been devised
for this purpose and intensive tests have been carried out to determine their weather~~ proper-
ties, gas-holding properties, strength, etc. The results to date indicate that the materials
proposed for this purpose may also be used on the outer cover cIoth of r~ld airships and on the
envelopes of nonriggd airships. It is believed that the weight of the fabric-s now used on non-
rigid air ships can be reduced about 50 per cent. ‘The most promisk~ tme of substitute for
goldbeater’s skin is that devised by H. A. Gardner and is now under further investigation, the
Bureau of Standards cooperating in this latter investigation.
Certain combinations of rubber and tung-cd varnishes have been fomd to have low permea-
bility and, to date, have shown satisfactory durability. The varnkh may or may not co4tain
pigments or metalk fi.lkrs. The minimum allowable weights of each material used are being
determined at present, as -ivelI as the effect of each in reducing permeability to oxygen and
helium. .
Experimental work is being continued in order to determine the proportions of rubber and
tung-oil varnkh necessary to insure flexibili~ and low permeability at low k.mperatures. A
study of adhesives suitable for attaching goldbeater’s skin to fabrics is being made.
A large number of tests have been made in the development of acetate and nitrate dopes,
balloon fabric dopes, etc.
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The new solvents of celhdose acetati have an elevated boiling point, and may be used as
“high boilers” in acetate dopes for alI types of aircraft,
At the last me@ng of the materials committee ~report on acetate dope was presented and
a substitute for h7a~ Department aeionauticaI specification No. 1–A wis recommended to the
executive committee for adoption, The new specification has been so revised as to prevent dis-
putes over various pattmted plasticizing agents which have previously been used.
Investigations have been continued upon pads, aluminum, and other proactive coats for
fabrics, duraIumin, and other metal parts of seaplanes.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON WOODS AND GLUZS. .
The Forest Products Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture conducts practically
all investigations on the application of woods and glum to aircraft construction. Most-of tho
invwtigations are undertaken at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy, or the engineer-
ing division of the Army Air Service. The following are some of the more important inveAiga-
tions that have been reported by the subcommittee.
Tle e~ect o~tiolated factom on.8ea+wning.-The Forest Products Laboratmy has completed
during the past year four special drying chambers for this project and a number of drying
runs on birch were made. A number of previous dry-kiln rune on ash were reanalyzed and a
report prepared. ~feliminary analysis of the results secured indicates a very high drying
rate at low temperatures and low humidities coupled with great uniformity of drying and the
absence of the warping and twisting which would ordinarily be expected.
Causa of hw.shnem of wood.-(l?he preliminary work carried out has shown in the
case of spruce, at least, that the thickness of the cell walls is no criterion as’ to brashness.
So far none of the physical characteristics seem to have a definite bearing upon the
solution of the problem. However, in the maferial examined there was very definite
evidence that the brashmm (beyond that expected of normal material) wm caused by the
preeence of decay. .This tentative conclusion is of tremendous importance, and it should be
followed up consistently tiith various other species, espec.ialIy with microchemical stti, and.
otherwise to determine the extent to which it is ~pplicable. If the preliminary conclusions are
substantiated, it would also be desirable to develop shop methods for the detection of dectty.
Dmelopmint of waterproof @ues.—The work of the past yeax has been mainly upon blood
albumen glue and upon a number of new materials not previously studied, such as pyroxylin
—
cements, rubber compounds, and natural gums and resins, The latter work has not been of tin
intensive character, but was more in tho nature of prospecting work to see if these materials
had possibilities. Little work was done on casein glue,
The investigation in connection with glues includes a f~@er study of the sizing of glued
joints to test the eiliciency of the specimen and a study of the variation of pressure and tem-
perature on glued joints, and a study of the properties of commercial waterproof glues.
U&eof ply~od in wing lwams,-The inveatigatioq of the ye of plywood in this connection
has- been continued, as it is recognized that plywood has a number of advantages over ordinary
wood for use as wing ribs or cheek pieces in wing beams. The data on sheer strength and plywood
indicate the desirability of using this material for wing beams with the face grab at an angle.
of about 45° to the length of the beam. Teds on one .jype of box beam have been made and the
work is now under way to a second type of uniform seotion.
Developrrwntof metul tip~ to propdler Ma&s.-The work has covered studies on the attach-
ment of brass and monel metal to four species of wood with various siz~ of sorews. Tests were
made on the holding power of individual screws countersunk to various depths and soldered __
flush with the surface as in recommended tipping practices. Thase data have furnished an
indication of the proper depth of countersinking to affo@ maxim~ holding power of the
screw. The analysis of the data and preparation of a report on work thus far accomplished was
completed June 30j1922.
.:. . --
Inj?uence of 8tuinx, nwlck, and decuy on properties of wood.-It is very evident and gen-
erally recognized that decay in advanced stages may. reduce the mechanical properties of wood - —.
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to such an extent w to make it tit for all strength purposw. However, the extent to which
incipient decay can be tolerated, if at all, hss not been studied in detail. Such a study pre-
sents an exceedingly importsnt, and at the s-e t@e very ditlicult and complicated problem,
involving as it does, a thorough study of the fungi, the conditions leading to infection, the effect
of kiInodry@ on the Me of the fungi, the chemical changes brought about by fungous action,
supplemented by studies of the influence of fungous infection on the mechanical properti=.
Preliminary tests indicate that ordinary % processes destroy some borers and inhibit the”
growth of various fungi, but these tests are not broad enough nor exclusive enough to be
considered fial.
Determination offundunwntal daignfators in lut?ice, trues, and plywood forms, with speciul
refmence to mung-m”bdesign.—It is intended hat this study should aflord general data estab-
lishing, without the need of further test, the most effective type of construction for wing ~bs
of any given airfoil and chord leng@.
Tests on many types of wing ribs, with the modifications and improvements that have
f olIowed, have given some information of value in the desigg of wing ribs in gened. But
before it will be possible to select the proper type of rib for use in a giv~ case ~d @ dwi~.
highIy ficient members without test, it will be necessary to make a fundamental study on
standard forms.
PREUMINAEY REPORT OF SPECIAL C031M13TEE ON DESIGN OF AIRSHtP 2iWL
At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the National Ad-
visory Committee for Aeronautics appointed a special subcommittee to examine and report
on the desiaw and construction of Nav-y fleet airship No. 1, known as the ZR– I. The com-
mittee was organized as follows:
Dr. Henry Goldmark, New York City, ch-an.
Prof. William Hovgasrd, Bostcm.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman, Bureau of Stsadards.
Dr. MUM. Munk, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Mr. W. Watters Pagon, Baltimore, secretary.
The first meeting was held in Washington, June 19, 1922, and was caUed to order by
Rear Admiral D. W. Taylor, United Stat= Navy, then acting chairman of tie executive com-
mittee. The committee hss held a totaI of 15 meetings up to November 4, 1922. On that
date the chairm-an of the special committee submitted the folIowing preliminary summary of
the committee’s findings:
The iinal report wilI show that the committee has formed a favorable opinion of the
design of the Z~-1. It is agreed that in its ddgn slI avadable information on the subject
has been appkd and that the engineers in charge have used good judgment throughout. The
committee approves the policy of basing the fundamental design hugely upon that of a suc-
cessful airship, using the detailed computations ss a check upon its stre@h. The airship
seIected ss a prototype is the German dirigible L+, which embodies the experience obtained
in the construction and operation, through a period of over 10 yews, of fulIy 100 successful
airships. The calculations which were made are fuller and more detailed than any the com-
mittee hss found on record dsewhere.
In reaching its conclusions, the committee hss considered alI elements of design and con-
struction. It has inquired into the quality of the sh-uctural materials used and into the methods
of construction and finds them satisfactory. FulI-sized tests of over 200 typical girders demon-
strated that the girders meet the desigg requirements as to strength. The committee has
studied all the methods in use for computing the strsses in rigid airships, and k satisfied that
the methods used in the dwign of the ZB-I are sufficiently accurate. The aerod~arnic forces,
i. e., those exerted by the surrounding air during fiightl as to which but Iittle definite information
has hitherto been available, were made the subject of special study. The valuable results
obtained were used in the investigation of the design.
The committee has further studied the records of rigid airships built in the past. The
only known case of a disastrous accident due to structural faihre in flight is that of the British
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airship R-38 (ZR–2). The reasons for this failure hav”e not,
FOR AERONAUTICS.
in the opinion of the committcc+ been
definitely eshablishecl. The committee has compared the design of the ZR-1 with that of the
R-93 from every point of view. Comparative streis calculations indicate that the ZR-1 k
measurably stronger. Certain possible causes other than lack of structural strength for the ‘-
failure of rigid airships, have been considered, and the committee feels satisfied that in d@gn of
the ZR–1 cmeful provision has been made to guard against them,
.-
The committee has also examined the prescribed program of tests and trials which are to
be carried out before the airship is put into service, and feels that the full execution of this
series of scientific twts will furnish rIgreat additional assurance of successful service.
1NTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION OF WIND-TUNNEL RESULTS.
During the past year, the committee has entered into an agreement with the Aeronautical
Research Committee of Great Britain, through the Natiorml Physical Laboratory, to arrange .
for the conduct of certain definite tests in the wind tunnels of the world. The tests are to be
made on standard airfoil “and airship models which have been designed nnd constructed by the
National Physical Laboratory. The National Advisory Committee. for Aeronautics undertook , .. .
to arrange for the tests in the wind tunnels of the United States. In Septembti, 1922, the
committee received from the National Physical Laboratory two airship models for comparative
tests. The models have been tested under the direction of Dr. A. F. Zahrn, at the aeronautical
laboratory of the Washington Navy Yard,
The National Advisory Committee has further authorized the testing of standard models
in the United Stat%i, the models consistirqg of three cylinders, having length-diameter ratios
of 5 to 1, and four models of U. S. A. 16 wing section, each having an aspect ratio of 6 and the
length varying from 18 td 36 inchw; The tests on both cylinder models and wing models are
to be made over as wido a, range of V/L as possible, and to include determinations of lift, drag,
and pitching moments every 40 from – 4° to + 20°. The streamline airship models ta be tested
will have the proportions of the Navy “C” class airship described in a recent report ‘of the
Washington Na~ Yard wind tunnel. Four streamline airship models, of 4, 6, 9, and 12 inches
diameter, respectiv~y, are to be tested, and are to b~supported by spindles of lenticular form,
the least diameter of spindle being one-twentieth the diameter of the model, and the flmmess
ratio of the spindle being 3. After completion of the tests in the wind tunnels of tho United
States, the models will be sent to laboratories in European countries and in Canada for test.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS Ol? THE COMMITTEE.
The committee.. on publications and intelligenwhw. recommended the publication of 26
technical reports to be included in the eighth annual report. A sumary of the ~~ca]
reportm published in the eighth annual report follows, The repoti cover a wide ra%e of s~-
jects .on which research has been conducted under the cognizance of the various subcofiit~es, .-
each report having been approved by the. subcommittee concerned and recommended to the
executive committee for publication. The technical reports presented represent fundamental
research in aeronautics carried on at different aeronautical laboratories in this country, includ-
ing the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, the aeronautical laboratory at the Wash.
ington Navy Yardj the Bureau of Standards, the Utited Statm Weather Bureau, the Forest
—-.
Products Laboratory, the Stanford University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Considerable technical information is obtained by the committee that is of immediate
interest to those interested in experimental and resaarch problems in connection with aero-
nautic. To make this information immediately available, the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics has authorized the committee on publications and intelligence to issue a series
of “Technical Notes.” In “accordmce with this authorization, the committee has issued 58
technical notes on subjects that were of immediate interest not only to research laboratories
but dso to airplane manufacturers. A list of the technical notes issued during the yenr follows
the general summary of the technical qeports.
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The ilrst annual report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics contained
Technical Reports Nos. 1 to 7; the second anmial report; Nos. 8 to 12; the’third annual report,
Nos. 13 to 23; the fourth annual report, NTOS.24 to 50; the fith annual report, Nos. 51 to 82;
the sixth annual report, Nos. 83 to 110; the seventh annual report, Nos. 111 to 132, and since the
thq preparation of the sev=th an.m.d report the committee has issued the follo~m technical
reports, Nos. 133 to. 15!3. .
Bgport No. 138, entitled” The Tail Plane,” by 3~ax M. 3funk, National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics .—This report deals with the calculation of the equilibrium, statistical stability,
and dampirg of the, td plane. The. author has simplified the present theory of longi@nal
stability for the pattiqlar purpose of obtaini~o. one definite. coefficient c@acteristic of the
effect of the tail plane.
This coefficient is obtained by substituting certain aerod~amic characteristics and some
dimensions of the airplane in a comparatively simple mathematical expression. Care has been
taken to condne all aerodynamical information necessfiry for the calculation of the c.oeficient
to the well-lmown curves representing the qualities of the wing swtion. This is done by making
use of the present rimdts of modem aerod~amim. AU formulas and relations necessary for the
calculation are contained in the paper. They give in some cases orJy an approximation of the
real values. h example of calculation is added in order to illustrate the application of the -
method.
The coefficient indicates not only whether the effect of the ‘tail plane is great enough, but
also whether it is not too great., It appears that the designer has to avoid a certain critical
length of the fuselage, which inevitably gives rise.to periodicd oscillations of the airplane. The
discussion also shows the way and @ what direction to carry out experimental work.
~eport No. 134, entitled “Performance of Maybach 300-Horsepower Airplane Engine,” by
S. TV. Sparrow, Bureau of Standards.-This report contains the results of a testmade upon a
Maybach engine in the altitude chamber of the Bureau of Standards, where controlled condi-
tions of temperature and pressure can be made the same as those of the desired altitude.
The results .of this test lead to the following conclusions: From the standpoint of thermal
efficiency the full-load performance of the engine is excellent at densities corresponding to
altitudw up to and including 15,000 feet. The brake mean effective pressure is rather lovi
even at wide-open throttle. This tends to give a high weight per horsepower, inasmuch as
the weight of many en=tie parts is goverged by the size rather than the pow-er of the engine.
At part load the thermal efficiency. of i@e engine is low. Judged on a basis of performance
the engine’s chief claim to interest would appear to lie in the carburetor design, which is largely
responsible for the excellent full-load et%ciency and for its poor part-load efficiency.
Report No. 135, entitled ‘~Performance of B. M. W. 185-Horsepower Airplane I@gine,” by
S. W. Sparrow, Bureau of Standards.-This report deaIs with the remdts of a test. made upon
a B. M. W. engine in the altitude chamber of the Bureau of Standards, vihere controlled
conditions of temperature and pressure can be made to simulate those .of the desired altitude.
A remarkably, low value of fud consumption-o.41 pound per b. h. p. hour-is obtained
at 1,200 revolutions per minute at an @ density of 0.064 pound per cubic foot and a brake
thermal efficiency of 33 per cent and an indicated eficiency of 37 per cent at the above speed
and density. In spite of the fact that the carburetor adjustment does got permit the air-fuel
ratio of maximum economy to be obtained at air densities lower than 0.064, the economy is
superior to most engines teted thus far, even at a density (0.03) corr~ponding to an a~titude
of 25,000 feet.
The brake mean effective pressure even at fulI throttle is rather low. Since the weight of
much of the engine is governed more by its piston ~splacement than by the power developed, a
decreased mean effective pressure usually necessitates increased weight per horsepower. The
altitude performance of the engine is, in general, excelIent, and its lQW fuel consumption is
the outstanding feature of merit.
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Report No. 138, entitled “Damping Coefficien”is Due to ‘l’ail Surfaces in Aircraft,” by
Lynn Chu, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, condensed and modified by Edward P.
Warner.-The object of the investigation described @ this report ww to compare the damping
coefficients of an airfoil as calculated from a bowledge of tie tiatic Characwfitim of the
section with those obtained experimentally with an osdation, The damping coefficients so
obtained, according to the conventional notatiop, can be considered either as due to pitching
or as due to yawing, the oscillation in these experiments being so arranged that the surfuces T:- II
oscillate about a vertical axis. This is in reality the casO when the influence is yawing about
the standard Z-axis, but it can rdso be considered as a pitching motion when the model is so
rigged that its standard Y-axis becomes vertical. This horizontal oscillation has the advanta ye
+ - -
of eliminating the gravity action and avoiding the—use of counterweights, whose presence m
the wind tunnel is undesirable because of their interference with the air tiow, The rQal point
of the investigation was to separate the clamping clue to rotition from that due to tramhtion, .
By varying the distance between the center of pressure and the center of rotation on the
oscillator, the variation of damphg moment can be observed and the rotational and translational
effects can be separated.
The report is presented in three parts:
Part I. wTheoretical Damping Coefficients;~’
Part II. “Experimental Damping Coefficients.”
Part III. “Comparison of Calculated and Ihperimental Damping CoefEcients.”
Report No. 137, entitled “Point Drag and Total Drag of Navy Struts No. 1 Modified)”
by A. F. Zahm, R: H. Smith, and G. C. W Bweau of Construction and Repair, United. States
Navy.-This report deals with the results of tests OQstruts conducted at the.Washington Navy
-.
Yard. Two models of the modified Navy strut, No. I, were tested in the.8 by 8 foot wind tunnel.
The tests were made to determine the total rwktirice end effect and the pressure distribution
at various wind-tunnel speeds with the length of thg strut trrmsveme to the current, Only the
measurements made at z6ro pitch and yaw are g@n in this report.
Report No. 138, entitled” The Drag of C ClaM @tip Hull with Varying Length of @lindric
hfidships,” by A. F. Zahm, R. H. Smith, and G. C. Hill, Bureau of Construction and Repair,
United States Navy. —A model of the C class airship hull, when severed at its major section and
provided with a cylindric mid-body of v~able length, had i~ fir rastance ~creased about in _..
proportion to the length of the mid-body up to 3 diameters, and in about the manner to bo ex-
pected from the i~ireasci of skin frict~on on ttis variable 1.~th. For greater length the drag
increased less and less rapidly.
As usual for such models, the drrig for any fixed length, at 20 to 60 miles an hour, is accurately
of the parabolic f om”R a Vn, and hence the drag coefficient is of the hyperbolic form C a Vn+,
where n is shghtly l~s than 2.
The variation of .(Jwith length is stated in the conclusion,
Report No. 139, entitled “ lnfhence of AMod~ %tiace ud Air F1OWTexture on Resistance
of Aerodynamic Bodies, ” by A. F. Zahm, Bweau 0~ Construction and Repair, United States
—.—
Navy.—This report is an analysis of the resistance equation
‘VL
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It is shown that the expression f >-
—
applies only to a special case of uniform airflow and
model surface texture. In order to obtain comparable results under various conditions it is
necessary to use a more generaI form OJthe resistance equation, such as
in which ~ is a measure of the model surface texture) and ~ a me~ure of the air flOW ~t~e.L
These two functions have particular application in the comparison of tests from different aero-
dynamical laboratories.
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Report No. I@, entitled “Lift and Drag Effects of ~i-Tip Rake,” by A. F. Zahm, R. U.
Besr, and G. C. ~, Bureau of C&struction and Repair, United States Nav-y.-This report deals
with a description and report of tests carried out at the ‘iVashington Nayr Yard on models of
the RAF-6, A16ah-ossand Sloane airfoils to determine the effectiveness of the commntional wing-
tip rake in impro~ airfoil characteristics. Two degrees of rake were tested on each model; the
trailing edge being always longer than the leading edge. The results are compared with the
values computed by standard formulae in use at the time the tests were conducted.
Report No. 111, entitled “ E~erimental Research on Air Propellers, V,” by W. F. Durand
and E. P. Lesley, Stanford University.-In the pretious reports on experimental research on
air propellers, by W. F. Durand and E. P. Lesley, as contained in the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics Reports Nos. 14, 30, and 64, the investigations were made progressively
and each without reference to results given in preceding reports and coveriqg only information
relat@ to “forms perhaps adjacent in geometrical form and proportion. The report on
“Experimental Research on Air Propellers, Y,” “IS a“retiew of the entire series of results of the
precedhg repor~ with a view of emminkug through graphicaI and other appropriate means
the nature of the history of the characteristic of operation as related t.a the systematic variation
i~ characteristics of forms, etc., through the entire series of such characteristic. In review@
the results a check was made of doubtful points by repetition of tests, to remove inconsistencies
where found, and generalIy to develop for the series of models represented by these tests a =
consistent set of results m judged by the relation of those for any one model to those for all
models adjacent in geometrical form and proportion. The report presents the results of this
general analysis and review of the previous series of experimental observations. There is also
added a series of nomographic diagrams for the rapid graphical solution of the problems such
as axe considered in the report. The diagrams have been prepared for both metric and
English units.
Report No. L@, entitled “General Theory of Thin V7ing Sections,” by I&x M. Munk,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautic.—In this report Doctor hunk has developed a sim-
ple method of calculating the air forces to which thin wingg are subjected at smalI angles of attack,
if their curvature is not too great. Two simple integrals are the result. .They contain only
the coordinates of the wing section. The first integral gives the angle of attack at which the
lift of the wing is zero, the second j.ntegral gives the moment experienced by the W@ when its
angle is zero. The two constants thus obtained me Suf6cient, to determine the lift and moment
for any other angle of attack. This refera primmily to a tvm-dimensional flow in a nonviscous
fluid. However, in combination with the theory of the aerodynamkal induction, and with
our empirical knowledge of the drag due to friction, the results are valuable for actual %-ings
also. A particular result obtained is the calculation of the elevator effect. The following is
an outline of the subject as treated in this report:
I. Introduction.
II. Calculation of the elevator effect.
III. General formula for any section.
IV. Examples of the zero angle.
V. Thin sections with upper and lower boundaries.
VL The moment coefficient.
VII. Exampk of the moment coefficient.
VIII. Table of the-sections investigated.
Report No. IJ3, entitled “Analysis of Strwses in German Airplanes,” hy Wilhelm Hoff,
Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfah.it.-This report contains an account of the origg of the
tiews and fundamental principles underlying the construction of German airphnes during
the war. The report contains a detailed discussion of the aerodynamic principles and their
use in determining the strenggh of airpknes, the analysis of the strength qualities of materials
and in the construction, the calculated strength of air flows and a description of tests made in
determining the strength of airplanes.
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Report No. lM, ‘entitled “The Decay of a Simple Eddy,” by H, Bateman, California Institute
of Technology. —The principal result obtained in this report is a generalization of Taylor’s
formula for a simple eddy. The discussion of the properties of the eddy indicates that thexe
i$ a slight analogy between the theory of eddies in a-viscous fluid and the quantum theory of
radiation. Another exact solution of the equations of motion of a viscous fluid yields a result
which reminds one of the well-known condition for instability in the case of a horizontally
stratified atmosphere. —
Report No. I.@, entitled “ Intmnal Stresses in “~minat~d Construction,” by A. L. Heim,
A. C. Knaw, and Louis Seutter, Forest Products Laboratory.-This report reviews the pro-
cedure employed in an investigation of the sourcas and influence of internal stresses. in laminated
construction, and discusses the influence of shrinkage and swdl.irig- stresses caused by atmos-
pheric conditi~ns upon the tensile strength across gram in laminated construction with special
reference to airplane propellers.
The investigation covered three sourcm of fiarnal stress, namely, the combination of
plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material in the same construction, the gluing together of lamina- . ._A
tions of difFerent moisture contents, and the gluing together of laminations of diiferent densities.
Glued specimens and free specimens, made up mider various manufacturing conditions,
were subjected to various climatic changes inducing internal stremes and then were tested.
The strength of free unstressed pieces served as a standard of comparison for glued pi~es and ._ ,,. .
indicated what. internal stresses were developed in thg glued construction.
The following recommendations as to propeller specifications are mBde for the species
studied:
1. That all propellem be covered with a.lti-um leaf coating or other approved finish
which will prevent, so far as possible, any gain or loss in moisture content of the propeller.
2. That for the most extreme conditions of service propellera be made entirely of quartor-
sawed material
3. That for moderate conditions of service propellers made entirely from plain-sawed stock
be permitted, provided they are well protected against moisture change.
4. That for species in which the ratio of radial to tangential slqirdmge exceeds 0.75 the
mixing of plain-sawed and quarter-sawed stock be permitted in propellers for moderate service,
provided that they are well protected agaimt moistyre” change,
5. That all propeller stock be. wowed to comcj to eq@brium und~ tied conditions. of
-.
.-
temperature and relative humidity before gluing.
6. That density specifications be such as to eliminate all brash material, but not to require
matching for density.
7. That moisture content of wood, gluing con~tionsj and protective coating be such that
the moisture content of the propelle~ w~ not ~ceed 15 per cent at any time. Beyond this
point animal glue is not likely to give satisfactory resndts.
Report No. 146, entitled “The Six”-Component Wind Balance,” by “A, F. Zahm, Bureau of
Construction and Repair, United States Navy.-Dri Zahm’s report is a description of the six-
component wind-tunnel balance in use at the aerodpmnic laboratory, Washington Na+j Yard,
The description of the balance gives the mechtical details and the method of opmation,
and is accompanied by line drawings showing the construction of the balance. The b~ance is .,
of particular ,interest, as it allows the model to be set up quickly and accurately in roll, pitch,
and yaw, without stopping the wind. It is pos+ible to measure automatically, directly, and
indep~dently the drag, cross-wind force, and lift; .@o the rolling, pitching, and yawing mo-
ments. It is also possible to make the balance self-recording, _.-. .——
Report No. 1-$7, entitled “Standard Atmosphere,” by Wti Ray Gregg, United States
Weather Bureau .—This report was prepared at the request of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics and discusses the need of a standard set of values of pressure, tempera-
ture and density at various altitudes and pointe out the dwirability of adopting such values aa
are most in accord with actual average conditions, in order that corrections in individual cases
may be as small sa possible. To meet this need, so far as the United States is cmmemmd, alI
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free-air observations obtained by means of kites and balloons at several stations in this country
near latitude 400 N., have been used, and average values of pressure, temperature, and density,
based upon those observations, have been det-ed for summer, winter, and the year, and
for all altitudes up to 20,000 mekre (65,000 feet). These values are presented in tablas and
graphs in both metric and English units; and in the tables of densiti~ there are also included
values of density for other parts of the world, more particukwly for Europe. A comparison
with these dues shows that, =cept in the lowest levels, the agreammt is very satisfactory.
—
A further comparison with values of density determined from Toussaint’s law of temperature
decrease, t= 15– .0065z, in which t is the temperature in ‘C, and z the altitude in meters,
indicates very good agreement with those values up to 10 hlometem It is therefore recom-
mended that the United States adopt Toussaint’s formula for values of density up to 10 kilo-
meters and the values presented in the tables for all higher altitudes.
Report i’fo. 148, entitled “The Pressure. Distribution over the Horizontal Tail Surfaces of
.
.-
an Airplane, III,” by F. H. Norton and W. G. Brovm, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory.-This report contains the results of u investigation of the distribution of pressure over
the taiI surfaces of a full-sized airplane during accelerated flight for the purpose of determhing
the magnitude of the tail and fuselage stresses in maneuvering.
& the pressur~ to be measured in accelerated flight change in value with great rapidity,
it was found that the liquid manometer used in the first pert of this investigation would not be
—.
at ill suitable under these conditions; so it was necessary b design and construct a new
manometer containing a Isrge number of recording diaphragm gauges for thase measurements.
Sixty openings on the tail surfaces were connected to this manometer aud continuous records
of pressures for each pair of holes were taken during various m=euvers. There were also
recorded, simultaneously with the pressures, the normal acceleration at the cater of gravity
and the angular position of all the controls.
The present investigation consisted in measuring on a standard rigged JN4H airplane the
distribution of pressure over the whole of the horizontal tail surfaces while the airplane was —.
being put through rnaneuvem as violently as it was thought safe, includ@ spa ~d .
pulling out of dives.
.-
Report No. L@j entitled “Pressure Didribution over the Rudder and Fin of m Airplane
in Flight,” by F. H. Norton and W. G. Brown, Ltmgley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.—
This investigation was carried out by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory for the purpose of determinkg the loads which
occur on the vertical tail surfaom in flight. The method consisted in measuring the pressures
simultaneously at 28 points on the rudder and h by means of a recording muhiple manometer.
The resuIts show that the maximun load encountered was 7 pounds per square foot on the
rudder and h, and it is probable that this might rise to 10 pound per square foot in a violent
barrel roll; but in steady flight the average loads do not exceed 0.6 pound per square foot.
The maximum load on the rudder and fin may occur at the same instant as the hum load
on the horizontal taiI surfaces and the mtium normal acceleration. The torsional moment
about the sxis of the fuselage due to the rudder and h may rise es high as 250 foot-pounds.
The results obtained from this investigation have a direct application ta the dmign of the
rudder, fin, and fuseIage.
-—
Report No. 150, entitled “Pressure Distribution Over TMck Aerofoils-Model Tests,” by
F. H. Norton and D. L. Bacon, Ls@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.-l%is inveAiga-
tion was undertaken by the National Advisory Cmmnittee. for Aeronautics in order ta study
the distribution of Ioading over thick wings of various types. The unloading on the wing was
determined by taking the pr~ure at a number of holes on both tie upper and Iower surfaces
-.
of a model wing in the wind tunnel. The results from these tests show, first, that the distribu-
tion of pressure over a tick wing of uniform section is very little difterent from that over a
thin wing; second, that wings tapering either in chord or thickness have the lateral cent= of
pressure, as would be expected, dightly nearer the center of the wings; and, thitd, that wings
tapering in plan form and with a section everywhere proportiomd to the center section may
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be considered to have a loading at any point which is proportional to the chord when compared
to a wing with a similar constant section. These tgste co@ the belief that wings- tapering
both in. thiokness and plan form are of considerable structud value because the lateral cenikr
of pressure is thereby moved toward the center of ~e span.
Report No. 161, entitled “General Biplane Theory,” by Max M. Munk, National Advisory
Committee for Aer_onautics.-This report deals with-the air forcm on a biplane celluh+ The
fiat part of the report deals with the twodimensioqal problem neglect.iug.viscosity. For the
tirst”time a method is employed which takes th~ prop~ies of the wing section into consideration.
The variation of the section, chord, gap, stagger, and .decalage are investigated, a great number
of examplee am calculated, and alI numerical results are given in tables. For the biplane without
stagger it is found that the loss of lift in conseque~ of the &utual influence of the two wing
sections is oily half as much H“”the Et is produced by the curvature of the section as it ‘E when
the lift is produce&by the inclination of the chord t~the direction of motion,
The second part deals with the i.niluence of the.lateral dimensions. This has bee~ treatad
in former papers of the author, but the. igve@ation of the sta~uered biphme is new. It is
found that the loss of lift due to induction is almost ~changed, whether the biplane is s-iaggered
or not.
The third part is intended for practical use ancl can be read without knowledge of ihe fi.rst–
and second parts. The conclusion from the previous investigations are drawn, viscosity and
experimental experience are bro.pght in, and the method is simplfied for practical application.
Simple formulas give the drag, lift, and moment. In ordeq to make the use of the simple
formulas still more convenient, tables for the dynimical pressure, induced drag, and angle
of attack are added so that practically no cmnputation is needed for the application of the
results.
Rep@ No. 152, entitled “The Aerodynamic Propeitiee of Thick .Moik,” by l?. H. Nortog
and D. L. Bacon, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory .-This investigation was under-
taken by the National Advisory Committee for @onautice as w extension of N. A. C. .A.
Report Nci. 75, for” the purpose of studying the effect of various modifications in a given wing
section, including changes in thickmm, height of lcijvm” c~ber, taper in thickness, and taper
in plan form with special reference to the dev~opment of. \hick, efllcient airfoils. The
method consisted in testing the wings in the N. A. C. A. 5-foot w-red tunnel at speeds up to 50
metem (164 feet) per second while they were being supported on a new type of wire balance.
&me of the airfoils developed showed resulte of grea~:omise. For example, one wing (No, 81)
with a thickness in the center of 4.5 trees th_at,of L_tieU. .S.””A, 16 ~owed both a tiiforrgly
higher eftk.iency qncl a higher maximum lift than t~ excgl.l~t section. These thick sectioti
will be especially useful on airplanes with cantiIeverconstruction. ‘-
Report No. 153, entitled “Controllability and Maneuverability of Airplanw,” by F. H.
Norton ti”d W. G. Brown, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory .-This investigation was
carried out by the National Advisory Committee. ,br Aeronautics at Langley Field for the -
purpose of studying the behavior of the JN& airplane in free flight under the action of its
controls, and from this to arrive at satisf~ctory de~tions and coefficients for controllability
and maneuverability.’ The method consisted in recording the angular velocity about the
three axes, together with the air speed, control positions, and acceleration. An analysis of the
records leads to the following results:
1. Both the mtium angular velocity and ~Laximum @ar acceleration are propor-
tional to the displacement of the contlols. _.
2. Both the maxi&um angulfi velocity tid maximum .anguhw acceleration for ““a giv~
control movemtmt. increase with the a~ speed, rapidly immediately above the stalling spegdl
then nearly proportional to the .spee.d . --
3, The time required to reach each mwdnmrn a~ular velocity is constxiit for all a~ speeds
and control displacementa for a given airplane.
4. The minimum time required to reverse the direction of m-airplane by a steeply-banked
turn is a rough indication of its general maneuverability.
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5. Doubling the lat-eral moment of inertia of an airplane increases the time required to
bank to 90°, with a maximum control angle by only 10 per cent.
6. ControlIabiIity has been detined as applying to the moment produced about the center
of gravity by the action of the controls, and maneuverability as the resultant motion.
(z (7X
7. A simple method is described for measurirg the m’ntrollability coefficients, ~~j ~Fy, –
and ‘N (V rein)’.~! and the maneuverability cod%c.ients ti, M, f~, and ~
x
These results are of practical value, as they give a quant~ative means of measuxing air-
plane maneuverability arid trdability, -which ‘will. Wow desiggers to accurately compare
*-the merits of different airp~~. -.,
Report No, 164, entitled “A Shxdy of Taking Off and Landing an Airplane,” by T. CarroIl,
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.-This report cov.em the resulb of .an instigation
carried on at the Langley Memorial Aeronautictd Laborat~ry of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics for the purpose of discussing the various methods of effecting the taboff
and the landing of an airphme, and to make a direct analysis of the control movements, the
accelerations! and the air speeds during these maneuvers. The recording instruments developed
at the laboratmy were used in this test mid the records obtained by them were made the basis
for a comparative study of the two extreme methods of taking off (the tail-~mh and the tail-low
methods) and of various types of landings. It is believed that this is the first time that an
accurate record has been obtained of the movements of the controls duri~~ these important
maneuvers, and the records are of furthw interest. from the fact that they were taken syn-
chronously with records of the air speed and acderatio~
The records themselv-es should be of considerable value to a student piIot in enabling him to
visuakze the movements of the controls and the consequent effect upon the air speed and
acceleration. This opens a very important field for research in the study of the technique of
piloting, either of student pilots or for the “refresher” courses or other checking up on pilots in
general. With these instruments it -will be possible to obtain records of the maneuvering of any
pilot in practically any type of airplane, and from the records so ob taed my fault or roughness
can be immediately noted. This can be done not only in the maneuvers of taking off or hnding
but in any sort of straight fright or “ stunting.”
Report No, 155, entitled “A Study of Airplane Maneuvers with Special Reference to Angular
Velocities,” by H. J. E. Reid, Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.-This investigation
was undertaken by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for the purpose of increas-
ing our Imowkdge of the behatior of the airplane during various maneu~eis and to obtain
values of the maximum an=gular velocities and accekations in flight. The method consisted
in flying a JN4h airplane through various maneuvers while records were being taken of the
control position, the air speed, the angular velocity, and the acceleration along the 2h.xis.
The results showed that the maximum angular velocity about the X-axis occurred in a spin
and amounted to 2.43 radians per second, while about the Y-axis the maximum was 0.96
radians per second in a barrel roll. The max.imun anadar acceleration about the X-axis of
– 2.IO radians per (second)’ occurred in a spin, vvhile the maximum about the y-a was 1.40
radians per (second) 2 when pulling suddenly out of a dive. These results have direct applica- -
tion to the design of airplane parts, such as propeller shaft and instruments.
Report No. 156, entitled “The AItitude Effect on Air Speed IndicatorS-lI,” by IL N.
Eaton and W. A. MacNair,” Bureau of Standards.—In an investigation described in Report No.
110 of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, “The Altitude Effect on Air Speed
Indicatom, “ it was shown that under certain conditions, particularly for the relatively low-
speed flight of airships, the viscosity effect was important; but the data obtained were not
sufficiently accurate to allow a determination of the general law h be made.
This report describes a more recent tivestigation, % which the data obtained were suf6-
ciently accurate and complete to enable the viscosity correction ta be deduced quantitatively
for a number of the air-speed pressure nozzles m comou we,
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The report opens with a discussion of the theory of the performance of air-speed nozzles :
and of the calibration of the indicators, from which the theory of the altitude correction is
developed. Then follows the determination of the performance characteristics of the noizles
and the calibration constants used for the indicatcm. In the latter half of the report the
viscosity correction is computed for the Zahm PitohVenturi nozzles, Army and Navy typist
which are the most commonly used air-speed nozzles in the United States.” It will be found that—–– ,
the viscosity correction is far from negligible, since under certain conditions it may amount to
20 per cent or more of the indicated air speed, Tablee and plots are given to enable the read-
ings of Pitot type and Zahm Pitd-Venturi type indi~ators to be corrected for any atmosphmic
conditions which may be experienced by either heavier~~~xn- lighter-than-air craf t and
for air speeds up to approximately 200 miles per hour. ~,~c= is also adduced tending to “ _
show that the effect of the compressibility of the atmosphere on the performance of Venturi
air-speed nozzles is not numerically greater than the corresponding effect on Pitot tubes, and ‘-~ .,:
can be neglected over the range of flying speeds cotionly attained today.
Report No. 167, entitled “Nomenclature for Aeronautics,” by the National Advisory
Committie for Aeronautics .—This “Nomenclature for Aeronautic” was prepared by a special
conference on aeronautical nomenclature of which Dr. Joseph S. AmES was chairman. The
conference W= authorized by resolution of the executive committee of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics on January 26, 19.22, and the committee officially invited the Chief
of the Army Air Service, the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the
Director of the Bureau of Standards, the Second b–kixmt Postmaster General, the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the Aeronautical
Chamber of Canrnerce to designate representatives to serve cm the conference on aeronautical
nomenclature. This report supersedes all previous publications of the committee on this
subject. It is published with the intention of securing greater uniformity and accuracy in
official documente of the Government and in so far as possible in technical and commercial
publications.
Report No. 158, entitled “Mathematical Equation for Heat Conduction in the Fins of Air- ,.: ~
Cooled Engings,” by D, R. Harper 3d and W, B. Brown, Bureau of Standards.—The problem
considered in this report is that of reducing actual geometrical area of fin-cooling surface, which
is, of course, not uniform in temperature, to equivalent ‘{cooling” area at one defite tempera-
ture, namely, that prevailing on the cylinder wall at the point of attachment of the fin. This
makes it possible to treat all the cooling surfam as if it were part of the cyIinder wd and 100
per cent effective.
The quantities involved in the equations are the geometrical dimensions of the fin, thermal
conductivity of the material composing it, and the coefficient of surface heat dissipation between
the fin and the air stream. Several assumptions of a physical nature are thus necessarily in-
volvsd in making the problem possible of solution, These are set forth in detail, and the Imitat-
ions which result from them in applying the equations to numerical calculation are carefully
pointed out.
An expression for approximate fin effectiveness is developed, based upon simple mathe-
matics and very convenientcin form for engineering use. The essence of the paper is an examina-
tion into the magnitude of the errors involved in using this expression without correction and a
determination of the corrections needed for accurate work. The mathematical expressions in-
volved are quite complicated, including Fourier’s series, super-Fourier’s series, Bessel functions
of zero order of two kinds with imaginary arguments, etc. The results of the work are coIlected
in graphical form in a series of char-that the design engineer can use the simple formula
first developed and apply to it corrections readily read from the charts, thus avoiding entirely
all higher mathematics.
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The Cfbproni Seaplane. By Max Munk, N. A. C. A.
Absolute Coefhcients end the Graphical Representation of Aerofoil Characteristics.
By Max 3f.unk, N. A. C. A.
The Dynamometer Hub for Testing Propellers and Engines During Flight. By O.
Enoch. Translated from Zeitmhrift fiir I?lugteohnik und Motorluftschiftahrt,
c Vol. X, No. 19, by Paris Office, N. A. C?.A.
On a New Type of Wind TunneL By 3k Munk, N. A. C. A.
Performance of a Vane-Driven Gear Pump. By R. H. Heald, Bureau of Standards.
The Problem of Fuel for Aviation Engges. Lecture given by Prof. Kutzbaoh, of
Dresden, Scienti-tlc Collaborator of the Adlershof Aeronautical Laboratory. Trans-
lated by Paris Offica, N. A. C?.A. Edited by W. S. James, Bureau of Standards.
The Employment of Airships for the Wmns.port of Passengers. By Umberto Nobile,
Translated from Giornale dei Genio Chile, Anno LIX, 1921. By Paris Office,
N. A. C. A.
N. A. C. A. Recording Air Speed Meters.. By F. H. Norton, N. A. C. A.
Langley Field Wind Tunnel Apparatus. By D. L. Bacon, N, A. C. A.
GtWingen Wiid Twmel for Testing Airoraft Models. By L. Prandtl. Translated
from Berichte und Abhandlungen der Wksenschaftlichen Gesellschaft fiir Luftfahrt,
September, 1920. By N. A. C. A.
Ground Influence on Aerofoils. By At E. Raymond, Ma~achusetts Institute of
Technology.
The Hydrodynamic df Eddies. By A. Betz. Translated from Zeitschrift fiir F1ug-
technik und ?ifotarluftmhiffahrt, July 15, 1921. By N. A. C. A.
h Investigation on the Effect of Raked Wing Tips. By F. H. Norton, N. A. C. A.
The Effect of Staggering a Biplane. By F. H. Norton, N. A. C. A.
Experiments with Slotted Wiigs. Three artiokw translated from Zeitscbrift fiir
FIugtechnik und 3fotor1uftschiiTahrtj July 30, 1921. By N. A. C. A.
Aneroid Investigations in Germany. Abstract from the German. By 31. D. Hersey,
Massachusetts lkstitute of Technology.
The Choice of ‘iVing Sections for Airplan=. By Edward P. Warner, secretary, oom-
mittee on aerodynamics, 1?. A. C. A.
Mutual Mluence of Aerofoil and Propeller. By L. Prandtl. Translated from Ergeb-
misse der Aerodynamisohen Versuchsanstalt zu Gi3ttingen, N. A. C. A.
Effects of Very@ ReIative Vertical Position of Wimg and Fuselage. By L. PrandtI.
Translated from Ergebmisse der Aerodpamischen Versuohsanstalt zu G6ttingen,
by N. A. C. A.
A Mechanical Detioe for Illustrating Airplane Stability. By F. H. Norton.
A Preliminary Investigation of a New Method for Testing Aerofoila in Free Flight.
By F. H. Norton.
Impact Tests for Woods. By Bureau of Standards.
Effect of Aerofoil Aspect Ratio on the S1ope of the Lift Curve. By Walter S, Diebl.
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
The Dead Weight of the Airship and the Number of Passengers that Can be Carried.
By Colonel Crocco. Translated from Rendiconti dell ‘Iatituto SperimentaIe Aero-
naut.ice, September, 1920. By Paris OfEm, N. A. C. A.
Langley Field Wmd Tunnel Apparatus. Part I, Regulatom for Speed of Wind Tunnel
Drive Motor. Part II, A Vernier manometer with Adjustable Sensitivity. By
D. L. Bacon.
Notes on the Construction and Testing of Model Airplanes. By Walyer S. Diehl,
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Theory of the PropelIer. By A. Betz, Translated from the German by the N. A. C. A.
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84. New Data ‘on the Laws of Fluid Rwistancel By C. Wieselsberger. Translated from
the Gelmtan by N. “A, C. A.
85. Air-Force and Three Moments for F-5-L Flying Boat. By Aeronautics Staffj Construc-
tion Department, Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.
86. Surface Area Coefficients for Airship Envelopes. By Walter S. Diehl, Bureau of
Aeronautic, Na~” Department.
87. Hydrostatic Test of an Airship Model. By Aeronautics Staff, Consixyction Depart-
ment, Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.
88. Report of Test of Oil Scraper Piston Ring and Piston Fitted with Oil Drain Hol~. By-
Aeronatutical Engineering Laboratory, Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.
89. The Choice of the Speed of an Airship. By ~~ax M. Munk, N. A. C. Z.
90. Sylphon Diagrams. Method for Predicting their Performance and Purposes of Instru-
ment Dwign. By H. N. Eaton and G. H. Xeulegan, Bureau of Standards.
91. Notes on Propeller Design —I: The Etiergy Losses of the Propeller. By Max M.
Munk, ‘N, A. C. A.
92. Full-scale Determination of the Lift and Drag- of a seaplane. By Max M. Munk,
N. A. C. A.
93. The Background of Detonation. By S. W. Sparrow, Bureau of Standards.
94. Notes on Propeller Design-Iii” The Best Distributiori of Thrust over a Propeller Blade.
By Max M. Munk, N. A. C. A.
95. Notes on Propeller Design-IIE The Aerodynamical Equations of the Propeller Blade
Elemenk By Max M. Munk, N. A. C. A.
96. Notes on Propeller Design-IV: General PrtiFeedings in Design. By Max M. Munk,
N. A. C, A.
97. N. A. C?.A. Control Position Recorder, By F“ EL Norton, N. A. C, A.
98. Notes on the Design of Latticed Columns. Subject to-Lateral Lbads. By Charles J,
McCarthy, Bureau of Aeronautic, Navy De~artment,
.-
99. Notes on thb Standard Atmosphere. ~y Walter S. DiehI, Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department.
100. Theory of the Slotted Wing. Lecture by A, Bet:. Translated from “Berichte und
Abhandlungen dgir Wissenschaftlichen Ge@~chaft fur Luftfahrt,” No. 6, 1922, By
N. A. C. A.
101. Comparison Maximum Pressure in Internal Combustion Engines. By S. W. Sparrow
and Stephen M, Lee, Bureau of Standards.--”
102. Skin Frictional Resistance of Plane Surfaces in Air. Abstract of recent German
tests, with notes. By Walter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
103. Simple Formula for Estimating A~lank C—~gs. By Walt+r S. Diehl, Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department. -
104. Notea on Aerodynamic Forces-I. Rectiline~ $Iotion. ‘“ By M~ if. Munk, N. A, C, A,
105. Notes on A&odynfiic l?orces-IL Cum-ilinear Motion. By M~~ M. Munk, N, A. C. A.
106. Notes on Aerodynamic Forces —111. The Aerodynamic Forces on Airships, By
Max M. Munk, N. A. C. A.
107. Structural E%fety during Curved Flight. B~ A. Rohrbach. .~mslated from the
German by N. A. C. A.
108. The Use of ~Multiplied Pressures for Automatic Altitudi Adjustments. By Stanwood
S. Spmro~, Bureau of Standards,
.
109. The Twisted Wing with Elliptic Plan Form. ~By Max M, .Munk, N. A. C. A.
110. The IIffect on Rudder Control of Slip Stream; Body, and Ground Interference. By. . .
H. I, Hocit and l). L. Bacon, N. A. C. A.
111. Stresses Produced on an Airship Flying t~ough Gusty Air, By Max M. Munk,
N. A. C. A. -.
112. The N. A. C. A. Three Component AcceleromeGr. By H. J. E. Reid, N, A. C. A.
113, Report on General Design of Commercial Airqraft. By Edward P. Warner.
114. Supplementary Report on Oil-Scraper Piston Rings. By H. S. McDewell.
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PNANCIAL REPORT.
The appropriation for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for the fiscal year
1922, as carried in the sundry civiI appropriation act approved March 4, 1921, ‘-was S200,000,
under which the Committee reports expenditures and obligations during the year amounting
to $193,859.26, itemized as follows:
Ma&s (includingengineeringstaff). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- ---------------- ----------------- ---------
wag~
$79,054.88
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------- -------------------- ------.-- . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,64L86
Equipment.. . . . . . . . . -------------- ----.---’--------- ------------.----- .,--------------- ------c------- 12,336.00
suppEa -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 31,~(j62
!f%meportationand communication
------------------------------------------------------------------- ~167.89
Travel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . ------------------------ -------------- --------- . . . . . . . . 5,604.56 “
Sptibv-tiom ~dre~& .. . . . . . . . . . --------------------------------------------------------- 35,835-w
Constructionof buildings.. . . . . . . . . . . ------------------------------------------------------------ . . . . 2,892.45
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------- -------------------------------------- . 193,859.26
RESEARCH PROGR&lI Ll ESTIMATES.
The estimates for the fiscal year 1924, as revised and reduced by the Committee in accord-
ance with request .of the Bureau of the Budget, tot.aI $353,7oo. This is the minimum sum
which will permit of the prosecution of the Committee’s approved research programs. The
net appropriation for the current fl.seal yeax is $225,600, including $25,000 for increase “of com-
pensation to employees and for the erection of a building. The increase requested in the
appropriation for next year is required for the following projects:
Opemtionofnewmmp~~~ tidtmel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- $w,30c
The Committee’scompremed-~ wind tunnel is the only one in existenceand waserected at a cmt
of approximately$70,000. It offersan opportunityof obtainingfundamenM informationnot otherwise
obtainablethatwill makepossiblethe designand constructionof morestableand moreetlickmtaircraft.
Development of commercial type instruments for determiningg the controllability, atabiIity, and maneuver-
ability of airplimes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------------------------- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . ---- 26,303
At the present time new-type airpkmes are accepted or rejected by the Army aud Navy entirely
upon reporta of personal observation of test piIotE. Tbie method is wasteful, as new types in the past
have been accepted and buiIt in quantitiw and later pro}.ed unea&actory. The _ out of this
investigation W protide an accurate means of graphically recording the tie characteristics of airplan~
which W servetoprevent the expenditure ofpublic funds forthe quantity productionofaircraft that may
later prove uneatiefactoryin eervice.
T~om~hh~=@tion of&epmblem ofti~tic forc~on &dtimMp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------- 46,600
It ia im@le at the present time, on account of lack of knowledge,to accurately measurethe hxtde
or streawaORa rigid airship in ffight. The valuesnow used for the aerodynamic forces are mere asmmp-
tio~ as no investigation haa ever been conductd” to determine the magnitude of these forces. The
military aefices are now engaged in the construction of two huge airships. A thorough investigation
of the aerodynamicforceson these &hips is .sssential,not onIy to increase their safety in flight, but to
obtain fundamental knowledgein a wayne-rerbeforeattempted, which knowkdge is absolutelyn~
for the auccea#uIdevelopment ofairehipe.
Development ofamore efiicientaimmft -e----------------------------------------------------------- M,500
The greatest aingle need in aeronautics is the dereIopment of a more reliable, more economicalair-
craft engine. The Committeehas conducted a preliminary confidential inwatigation, from which it is
convinced that it is pwiiiIe to develop such an engine using hem~ fuel instead of gadine, and eEmi-
nating the ignition system, vrdv~ and va.lvemperatingmechanism,thereby greatly increasingthe safety,
rdiability, and economyofaircraft engines.
Detifition ofpro~Uer .tefitim b& fight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 5, fK10
Itisnot@bIe, at the p~nt time, with the lmowledgeavrdable, to design a propeller which W
give the meet ellicient operation forany given set of conditions. The selection of an appropriate type of
propellerfor a new type of airphme ia largely a matter of cut-red-try. This waateful method cm be
eliminated by obtaining with a propeller torque dynamometer the actuzdcharacteristic of the propeller
in flight. This information, when tied in with the fundamental informationobtained fromwind-tunnel
. beta, fl make pceeiblea method of designingairphme pmpellera to obtain maximum ef3iaency for any
given condition.
Totid&titi fm&nec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- M3,7w
Aeronautics is stiII in its infancy. No restrictions -were placed on its development for
military purposes by the arms conference, which fact alone is sufficient to assure its greater
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relative importance in future warfare, whether over land or sea. The development of aero-
nautics for civil and commercial purposes as an advance in our civilization is alono suf%cient
to justify the liberal, intelligent support of the Government. The cardinal principle in the
national aviation policy is the devehprnent of civil and commercial aeronautical activities in
all parts of the country, as the best means of assuriqg the existence of a healthy, progressive
aircraft industry, and a reserve of flyers, which are both necessary for national defense in time
of need.
To keep pace with miIitary developments abroad, and to hasten the day of practical com-
mercial aviation b ~s country, more knowledge is necessary on the fundamental probkuna of
flight. To curtail or postpone the research programs recommended by the Advisory Committee
—
is to deny to” the American people necessary knowledge that we are now better organized than
ever before to obtain, and will definitely mean the retarding of the development of amation,
civil and military, even though liberal appropriations be made, as they should be, for the Army,
Navy, and Postal Air Services.
By formal resolution the National Advisory (.!ommittee for Aeronautics haa reaf%rmed the
principle that liberal support of wci(l-directed research is true economy. The Bureau of the
Budget, after careful consideration of the committee’s estimates, approved four of the five
items requiring additional funds for the next fiscal “year. But the additional amount alIowcd
by the Bureau of the Budget for the study of thwe additional problems is wholly inadequate.
The committee therefore adheres to its estimate of $353,7oo and urges upon the Congress that
in a well-balanced budget of national expenditures the importance of the development of
aeronautics for all purposw should be recognized, and that liberal support should be given
scienttic research as the backbone of real progrew.
IMPORTANCE OF. SCIENHFIC IN1’129T1GA’HONIN A. GENERAL AERONAUTICAL PROGRAM.
On the occasion of the organization of the Na>ional Aeronautic Association in Detroit
October 11-14, 1922, there. was held the ht National Air Institute, at which Dr. Joseph S.
Ames presented a paper on the” Importance of Scientific Investigation in a General Aeronautical
Program,” which is here reproduced by the ccuo.mittee:
“Before anything can be said on this subject it is essential that we should agree as to what
is meant by scientiEc investigation or scientific research.
“First of all, I do not mean the study of costs of manufacture or production by a skilled
man, however scientitio his training is for the purpose. I do not mean the work done by an
efficiency expert or by an economic expert. I do not mean the processes by which an engineer
improves the operation of an engine. or appliw. a new material to an old purpose. I prefer to
limit the use of the ~ords to their original meaning as titabliahed in ~niversity laboratories for ~
physics, chemistry, zoology, etc.
“By a scientific research is meant the inveetigat~on by tr-tied scientfic men in a properly ‘
equipped laboratory of the fundamental phenomena of nature. The study of why an airplane
wing has lift, of how the lifting force is distributed over the wing, of how this distribution is
affected by changing the shape of the wing, are all “scienttic researches. They could not be
effected except by trained scientists working under the same conditions as in a physical
laboratory.
“Modern airplane construction to-day rests upon the classical experiments of Langley,
Maxim, the Wright brothers, and Eiffel. The marvelous achievements during the late war .
would have been impossible without the experimental work done at the National Physical
Laboratory of Great Britain and at the Gottingen Aerodym.mic Laboratory. The underlying
reason why so little progress has been made in design since the war is that there has been so
little added to our knowledge of aerodynamics in recent years, owing to the lack of fiancial -
support given work of this kind, not simply in this country but in all the couqtries of Europe.
“In considering any program for the developmWt of aviation the first point to emphasize
-.
is the need of stirring the imagination of the people “asa whole to make them realize the impor- “
tance of aviation to them as indi~duals; the second p-o.int is to make the men already interested
in aviation appreciate that all progress depends upon the acquirement of knowledge, of new
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knowledge. This last can be obtained only by Iong-continued investigations directed by men ‘
who know the problems and the methods to be used for their solution.
“The experimental work in this country in aerod~amics is placed by Congress in charge
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, a committee of 12, consisting of officers
of the by and Navy, men at the head of various Government scientific agencies, and pro-
fessional men from civil life.. They have organized various technical subcommittees on aero-
dynamics, power plants, and materials. Each of these consists of the leading engineers and
constructor in the country. Programs of work are arranged and work in progrws is dis-
cussed by thee subcommittees at their moniitdy meetings. The main committee has at
Ls@ey Field, Vs., two Laboratories, one for aerodynamics and one for power plants; here sIso
is its flying station, where experiments upon actual airplanes in flight are performed. For
the support of this all-important work less than $100,000 is available from the appropriation
made by Congress. If $500,000 were avaiIable each year, it would not be too much. & it
is, the amount of knowledge gained in the course of a year is not great. E-reryone who is able
to picture the future needs of airplanes must see that this underlfig study of fundamental
principles must be hastened.
“k General Patrick has said, in a letter to the Bureau of the Budget:
‘Aeronautics is progree.si@ rapidly and greater t~ch.rical knowledga is necessary if we
are to keep pace with developments abroad. Engineering experimentation conducted by the
&my and Navy, and based upon existing knowledge, w-W contribute measurably to the general
development of aviation, but, in my judgment, well directed scientific research, as conducted
—
by the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, is essential to substantial progress.
The Army Air Service depends upon the Advisory Committee for the study and solution of the
more diflicult problems.’
“And Admiral Moffett, in writing to the same body, says:
‘%ientiilc research in aeronautics is easentid to the continued development of aircraft
for naval purposes. The Naval Bureau of Aeronautics relies upon the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics to conduct the necessary investigations on fundamental problems
and to furnish original information and data not otherwise obtainable.
‘The increased importance of aircraft “k naval warfare is recognized by the General
Board of the Navy, and plans for the greater development of naval aviation have been appro~ed.
Unless the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has the requisite funds and facilities
for providing fundamental information, it wdl not be possible to keep abreast of the develop-
ment of naval aviation in other countries.’
“It is not too muoh to say that all the manufacturers of airpknes in America wait from
month to month for the information which only the reports from the National Advisory C?om-
mittee’s laboratories can give.
“I shall take three illustrations only of recent researches at Langley Field, so as to make
clear the bearing of such work upon the practical side of the matter:
“Every designer and constructor of airplanes must know not simply the total force which
the wings and each part of the airplane structure may be subjected to in steady flight and in
maneuvers, but also how this force is distributed-whem is the greatest load, how does it vary
in amount and position in a Ioop or in a dive, etc. In the same connection, it must be known
how this distribution of force is affected by changing the shapes of the various parts~hould,
for a particular purpose, the - be square w~ered or elliptical, or shodd they have a rake “
off, etc. All these questions and practicauy all otiers that can be asked about similar matters
can now be answered as the result of the committee’s investigations. Furthermore, the com-
mitta is now prepared to make a complete study of similar problems concerning airships.
Untd this knowledge is availablej the co~truction of airships must be guided by purely empirical
considerations.
“Again, when an airplane is completed ~d rmdy for i~ acceptance tests, the method in use
today in this country and aIso in Europe, is to have tie machine flown by one or more test.
pilots. They make a report concerning their impressions; does it respond easily to controls;
does it feel stable, etc. ~~e~are~simply~repor~ of men’s -reactions, and may or may not
..-
..-—
.
—
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have relation to facts. Furthermore, any pilot’s impression is in reality a mental comparison
between the mac,tine he is operating and one he is accustomed to and may like. Such a com-
parison is not designed to be favorable to new models or to new devices. The committee has
constructed an instrument which records photograph=~ally the motion of each of the controls
—
of an airplane and also simultaneously the effect tich motion. The linear and angular
velocities and accelerations are obtained from these ,~ecords, and every question conchg
the controllability, maneuverability, and stability of the airplane may now be answered defi-
nitely. We have adwmced from psychological impr~~ions and guesses to records and facts.
“Lastly, when a new desigr of airplane or of am airplane part is made, it is customary to
construct a model of it, one-twentieth the size or leas, and to experiment upon this, The method
now in universal use is to suspend the model from suitable balanc~ in a stream of air drawn
through a large tube at a velocity of 60 niiles an hour w more. The balances register the forces- . _
and moments acting on the model, From the results ~ such mecymwnents one decid& whether
the original design is good or not. But is one justified in making such a decision ? Why should “- ‘=’~-
the same laws apply to a little model inside the wind=tunnel, as it b. called, and to the actual
airplane flying freely through the air ? Evidently there is ground for grave uncertainty. The
.—
committee has perfected a method for obviating th.&,
.
It has been knomtn from aerodynamic
—
theory for some time that the change in sc~e, from airylane to its model, could be compensated -
by comprising the air from ordinary pressure to 20 o~25 atmospheres; as the structure moving
through the air is reduced in size from so feet to 2 feet, the molecules of the air are. brought, by
comparison, closer and closer together until their distmce apart is one twenty-fifth of what it
was originally. The effect of change in scale is thus fully comp~nsatsd and experiments upon a --
——
model in this compressed air have a real meaning. !l%; committee has constructed a large steel
tank, 34 feet long and 15 feet in diameter, inside @ich> placed a *d tunnel with its balances,
etc., and i~ which the air may be kept in a state of lugh compression. The information to be
obtained from the apparatus till be the most important ever given airplane designers.
‘(These three illustrations should swe to prove that without such expwimentation progress .
in aviation is impossible, and that, therefore, the fiberal support of aerodpamic laboratories
should be urged most strongly in any aviation program.”
A NATIONAL AERONAUTICALPOLICY.
The committee here presents for the .consideratiog of the President and of the Congress a ---- -–
summary of its views and its more important recommendations, which ~ acted upon as a whole
would constitute an effective nation~ aerowutical po~cy.
AERONAUTICS AND THE PROGRESS OF CIVTLJZATION.
Aeronautics, though its development has barely begun, has already axerted a great idu-
ence on civilization... Its nece~ity for military purposes has been definitely established; its
adaptation to corruuercial purposes has just commenc;d.
.-.
No oti can siifdy visualize the future of aeronau~m. Its importance in warfare and use-
fulness in commerce will increase with each passing year. NO restrictions” were placed on its ‘
-..
development for military purposes by the arms conference. This fact alone is sufficient to
assure its greater relative. importance in future warfare, over both land and sea.
The development of aeronautics in the few years. since its first practical introduction has =
been one of the marvels of our age. The record made by the Air Mail Service during the past ___
year, of nearly 2,000,000 miles without a single f atal accident, is the corner stone of progress for
commercial aeronautics. mtory recorc& that each “~provement in the means of transporta- ‘“- =
tion and communication between peoplw has lightened the burden-of man’s labors, increased
his prosperity, and broadened his knowledge of his fellow man.
The tremendous. possibilities that the new soience of-aeronautics holds for the advancement
of the human race can not be realized in a day, Science has only lwgyn to grasp intelligmtly
.-.-
the fundamental problems involved in its development, With the help of well-directed scien-
tiic research, with the imagination of the people fully aroused, and with comprehensive, help-
ful legislation enacted, aeronautics will begin to yield, in peaceful pursuits, its real contribution
to the progress of civilization.
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THE XEED FOE FEDEEAL AND STATE LE!GISLATIOI’J.
The National Advisory Committee for A’woIMuti= reiterat~ i~ former r~ommendafiio~
that Federal legislation be enacted to provide for the regulation and licensing of aircraft
aviators, the establishment of airways and hiding fields, and the general development of civil
and commercial aviation. For this purpose the committee agaiq strongly recommmds the
creation by law of a bureau of ci~ aeronautics in the Department of Commerce.
From many considerations it is necessary that the Federal Government rather than the
Statee should regulate ay-iation. Uniformity of rules of the air and of all regulations will facilit-
ate the growth of aeronautical activities in all parts of the country.
‘I’he committee on a uniform aviation act of the National Ckmfsrence of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, after a thorough study of the probkm, has recognized the desirability of
Federal control and has reached the concheion that “the Supreme Court of the Unikd Stat=
will almost certainly sustain an all-inclnsive Federal act for the r@tion of aviation.” The
same committee recommends the enactment of uniform State laws confhed to the ~’elementmy
principles concerning the lawfulness of flight, the responsibility for damages, and similar mat-
ters.” The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics indorses these views and believes
that the enactment of comprehensive Federal legislation supplemented by uniform State laws
along the lines indicated is not only desirable but essential if Junerica, the birthplace of aviation,
is to become foremost in its development.
THE IMPORTANCE OF SCmN’rfmc RESEARCH.
Substantial progrees in the science and art of aeronautics depends primarily upon the con-
tinuous acquisition of lmowledge. The neoeassry bovvledge Cm be obtfied O~Y by 10%-
continued and well-directed scien~o research. The investigation and study of the funda-
mental phenomena of flight is the defite prwcribed function of the National Advikory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. The limited funds and fatities available for research under the com-
mittee’s direction will slowly yieId answers to only -the most pressing problems awaiting
solution.
Even if ci~ aeronautical activities were flourishing in all parts of the country and liberal
appropriations were made, as they shotid be, for military and naval aviation, there would be
but little, if any, substantial progress in aeronautics unless at the same time the continuous
prosecution of scientific research w~e liberally provided for. This is the most important subject
in the whole field of aeronautics. The Army and Navy air services depend upon the Advisory
Committee for the scientific study and solution of the more d.ifliiult probIems. In order that
the committee may more eifectudly aid the advancement of aeronautics and measure up more
fully to its own responsibilities, the committee strongly recommends hat ample funds and.
facilities be provided for the complete execution of the research programs that have been
approved.
AVIATIONFORNATIONALDEF~SE.
Aviation has been proven indispensable to both the Army and the Navy. IYeither can
operate effectively without an adequate air service. W%at was comidered adequate in the
World ‘War will not do in the future. There must be a greater proportion of aircraft of all types,
and they must alI be of the most modern design. For this latter purpose, the commit tee
emphasizes the need for continuous development. As the types aqd uses of aircraft for military
and naval purposes differ in importmt particuhus, the War and N’avy Departments must
continue to have charge of aircraft development for their respective services. Appropriations
for aviation in the Army and Navy should in the interests of natiomd defense be amp’le, now and
at all tim~, to provide for continuous development. While it is possible that other and older
branches of the two military services may have reached the periods of their greatest develop’
ment, this is certainly not so with aeronautics.
While public sentiment is demanding reduction of the hmy and h’av-y to a prewar basis,
it is the judgment of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that it does not demand
that the air serwices of tie Army and h’av-y be so reduced, nor even that they be reduced pro-
portionately with other branch= of the &my and Navy. The noveIty of warfare h tie air,
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the lack of civil aeronautical activities upon which to draw in time of need, the rapid develop-
ments in aeronautics that are taking place in other count@s, the absolute necessity of aviation
for national tlefenee, and other factors all combined, “have led the people to the support Of_S
policy of progress and development in the aerogauti@ branches of the @y and Navy, how-
ever much they may insist upon the curtailment of other military and naval expenditures.
EELWM FOB AIRSHIPS.
The exchsive posswsion of helium-bearing gases by the United States is a national asset.
T3ti possession of this aesgt imposes two distinct responsibilities upon the Nation: First, that
the method of extraction of helium be improved tmd the cost thereof lessened, with a view to its
use in all future American airships; second, that the limited known supply, now escaping at the
rate of 600jOOO)O00cubic feet per year, or an amount sullicient to fill 250 large airships, be con-
served for future use by the tiericm people;
Reliable assura~ci% have been given that with existing knowledge the present cost of pro-
duction can be greatly reduced if the extraction of helium were to be undertaken on a production
instead of an experimental basis. But, whether or not we now undertake to realize the advan-
t%w which tie me of h~um affords, the committee &K@@dy recommends that Congress
provide for the conservation ~ existing natural resources, through the acquisition and sealing
by the Government of the largest and best helium fields.
.-
TH.EAIB MAIL SERVICE
The Air Mail Stice is the pioneer agency in the world for the successful practical applica-
tion of aviation to useful pursuits of peace. Originally inaugumted as an experimental labora-
tory to encourage the development of civil aviation, it has not onIy been successful in that
respect, but is now on the. threshold of a wonderful achievement. There is little doubt but
that the air mail will soon link our Atlantic and Pacific coasts in 28 or 30 hours’ service as a regular
performance. Its recent record of more than 12 months! operation in all kinds of weather and
over all kinds of country, flying nearly 2,000,000 miles without a singla fatality, serves to demon-
strate in a forceful manner the safety and utility of airplanes under competent organization and
control. In the judgment of the National Advisory Committee for Awonautics the Air Mail
Service is now just beginning to yield the substanti~ results for which it was established, and
there should now be no question as to me advisability of its cm+nuance.
SEROLOGICALSERVICEALONGAIRWAYS.
When transcontinental airways are established it will be necessary for the Weather Bureau
to-provide serological service along such airways as they are established. ~The committee recorn-
rnends, therefore, that in the consideration of any future legislation for the encouragement of
civil aviation adequate provision of law and appropriation liOmade for the extension of the sero-
logical work of the Weather Bureau, without which there can be no safety in the air nor succcss :
* in commercial aviation.
FEDERAL AID NZCESSARY.
.
The increasing relative importance of aircraft in warfare is alone su%lcient to justify the
expenditure of public funds to aid the development of air navigation on a commercial bais.
It has been the history of civil~zed nations that “governments have found it necessary to aid in
the development of means of transportation. The wonderful growth of transcontinental rail-
roads in America wae greatly aided by land grants froti-our Government; Progressive Euiopean
nations are spending large sums, through direct and indirect subsidiw, for the promotion of ci~l
and commercial aviation. The practical development-of aviation in Amefica will not be realized “““ “”
until the Government gives intelligent support and efTective aid, principally by regulating and
licensing and by cooperation with the States in the establishment of airways and landing fields.
Respectfully submitted.
NATIONAL ADVISORY 00MMImEE FOR AEROI+AUTICS,
Jo8EPIi S.ibms~ “~airmm, Eoxcuiive Comnai&e.
